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Yes indeed, BUT it doesn’t! “Should” and “does” are
two entirely separate concepts. “Should” and “Could”
RE: “SELF” MATTERS AT CHRISTMAS AS
are two concepts which are NOT interchangeable either.
WELL AS EVERY OTHER DAY OF THE YEAR
“Would” then comes along and botches the concepts
of each of the foregoing and often misused words in
COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS
your English language—or ANY language.
It is Christmas Season, which is a concept all
GCH—“When you’re weary (sad, hurting, in its own category of misrepresentation. “Christ”
worried,…) and you can’t sleep, just count your is an afterthought because even the “season” is
blessings instead of sheep, and you’ll go to sleep arranged to make the commercial aspect of the
counting your blessings.” Moreover, at some point you “holiday” profitable, a glitter-blind of distractions,
won’t even “think” sheep, you will bypass the chaff and and oh my, whose birthday?
go right to the grain and ponder: “What is this and how
Once again in the Philippines, as a for instance,
do I find the positive points immediately?”
the entire period of time between Christmas Eve
The latter attitude is always a bit difficult eve and sometime into the week AFTER the New
when you already feel you have gone a lot further Year’s Day—is declared “special” holidays.
than you ever wanted to go in the first place.
Ah but—any employee refusing to work through
HOWEVER, it is not further than you wanted to go the “commercial” days will be FIRED. Moreover,
in the first place or you would not be doing what the employers are refusing to pay “holiday” wages—
you are doing in “the first place”.
so, it turns out to be one more perk for the
“But shouldn’t truth and righteousness flow easily?” government apparatus where the politicians are paid
by the people to have a grand
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holiday vacation while the nation goes deeper in debt
and no business can be done on the open market.
HOWEVER, the “books” can be attended “full-time”
in preparation for the new year inspections.
We note that even the persons who came a couple
of weeks ago from the states (U.S.), and there is a
globe-full of “states”, readers, to do wonders by
Christmas have hung up their hopes and efforts
and returned FOR CHRISTMAS having done
nothing but transfer their funds to the con artists.
One even experienced a TYPICAL “transaction”
whereby it all ENDED with “the police confiscating
the ‘commodity’”. Yes, and E.J. warned this
particular visitor many, many times that these games
are prevalent. There was nothing in the first place,
except the drama. No police did anything but that
is not because they “wouldn’t”—they simply are a
part of the lies and fabricated tales.
Another thing the scammers do is turn one against
another and we also experienced that this week—but with
little expectation of any OTHER concept than the “game”.
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A BUNCH of gold was to come in (yesterday
afternoon)—105 kilograms to be specific. But, in
the conversation from the “broker person” it was
stated that the “holders” had sold one batch
already of 100 kilograms. Really? Well, since it
was supposed to have been to “our” contact, E.J.
started making some phone calls to find a full
“set-up” in play. “The gamesmen were caught in
their drama and strangely enough you might
think—no response on the phone calls.”
Moreover, the minute the “free lunch” (literally) is
not forthcoming—so too are the “brokers” and
their “holders”.
There is a “diplomat” from one of these nearby
countries (I’m going to deprive V.K. of
information on this one) who is due here in Makati
at 10:00 a.m. TODAY. Of course he was DUE
HERE OVER THREE WEEKS AGO.
Parties, from the Philippines (a long way down
South) pooled resources to be in Manila for this
man’s visit—LAST WEEK.
The man ended up MISSING, for over a week, so
the others went home and yesterday morning the
“diplomat” showed up ready for his visit YESTERDAY.
Oh, OK, says Mr. Ekker, let me know when
you will be here.
By afternoon the man finally called and was
ready for his visit—whenever Mr. Ekker could get
over to his hotel.
“No, we don’t leave this place.”
“Oh, well, ‘send your driver for me’.”
“We have neither a driver nor budget to send a cab.”
More and more garbage and finally after
“misunderstanding” upon “misunderstanding” the
day was worn out.
The next call bore something like, “I’m still
waiting for your driver…”.
At this point the “text” message from E.J.
went diplomatically along the lines of, “We will see
you at the Gilarmi or not at all.”
This at least brought forth a “call” instead of
the text game in play.
Oh, misunderstanding—AGAIN, as the man
just hadn’t “gotten the picture”.
He said he HAD TO MEET WITH MR.
EKKER and how could it be worked out—WOULD
MR. E. MEET “TOMORROW”?
Sure, said Mr. E., “We have made ourselves
available for three weeks, why rush on past tomorrow?”
“But how can I find you?”
“Oh, you tell the taxi driver the address and he
will bring you right to the door.” Then, have the
bellman or desk call me and I will rush right over
within a few minutes.
“Oh, well, alright.”
We shall see what the game is TODAY, won’t we?
This is a person who claims to be third in line
of POWER to the Prime Minister of his country
and can make incredible decisions and
arrangements in behalf of his nation.
Well, when searching for the “missing man”
we find that no one in “his country’s” embassy
knows even the name. Moreover, when talking
about the missing man being found and notification
made to the other parties involved—our main contact
person had not heard of the man—either.
It appears that a group of diligent people
trying their very best to get something done just
paid for a three-weeks trip to have the man visit

relatives, etc., in the Philippines.
When the man asks for “taxi fare” to get back
to his hotel, E.J. will hand him instructions to
reach the Embassy which is only a few blocks
from here and suggest he WALK.
Ah but, DON’T YOU KNOW, the man is also
carrying some “Bellringer” Website “material”.
GOOD, and thank you for little miracles of
revelation.
WE ALSO FIND THAT A
DOCUMENT, AT LEAST 10 PAGES, OF THE
V.K. DURHAM RUBBISH IS CIRCULATING IN
THE BANKING COMMUNITY, ETC. AH, BUT
THE COWS ARE COMING HOME, READERS,
ALONG WITH THE CHICKENS WITH THEIR
SCRAMBLED BRAINS AND EGGS.
It is NOT that such as Bellringer, “patriotlad”, Ru
Mill, etc., don’t have counter INFORMATION—it is
that they refuse to share it with their Website tappers.
Good for us, for V.K. just keeps right on spewing
her absurdities and the ones now appearing to be the
FOOLS are the ones who dump this trash onto people
who would really like to have TRUTH.
V.K. now claims (yesterday yet) that Ekkers actually
went into her records in the recorders office and
removed her marriage license and application (the
second marriage) to one, Russell Herrman. Oh? From
Manila yet? From Washington County, Illinois?
She only claims to have filed those in Ida County,
Iowa, some few months ago and sent us copies of both
the application and the certificate. Want a hoot?
Try those documents on for “authenticity”, people.
She also makes a big thing over Doris saying
“in public publication” that “she had never met
Russell HERRMAN”.
Strange thing, Doris never met Russell
HERMAN either—but certainly spoke with him
MANY TIMES, even with V.K. on the LINE.
V.K. can’t seem to even get her “acclaimed”
husband right, much less anything else.
She names off “Trusts”, corporations, and other
things that simply do not, and never did, so much as
EXIST. It is easy enough to find out those details—
simply go to the corporation’s registration site on
your familiar computer Internet and there are
BUNCHES of information at your fingertips. ONE
OF WHICH IS SHOWING A CORPORATION IN
GOOD STANDING SINCE 1985 CALLED
COSMOS SEAFOOD ENERGY MARKETING
LTD. It is NOT retired, in a “trust” of ANY
KIND. [http://sos.state.nv.us/corpsrch.asp]
V.K. exclaims that she even has the “checks”
showing that she PAID FOR THE FOUNDING OF
THE CORPORATION. No she did NOT. She was
not anywhere around at the founding of that
corporation—period and end of discussion.
Moreover, just as soon as “patriotlad” tells people
where they can get the CORRECT information
regarding “Bonus 2292-181” we will further inform
you, ALL OF YOU, about the things she claims as
her “trust”, her plans for becoming Queen of the
“World” and take over every last shred of
EVERYTHING left by one, Russell Herman. This is
massive subterfuge on the U.S. as well, good people.
So, yes, please, make sure “Brian” keeps
asking those questions and demanding response.
Only YOU can make a FOOL of “self”, for no one
ELSE can do it FOR you.
V.K. Durham has written over and over again how
she didn’t trust Russell and how he appeared without
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even “underwear” and every other kind of outrageous
tale she could foist off on you people from one day to
the next—even in DIRECT CONTRADICTION.
Now she thanks “patriotlad” for “doing a good job”
of posting her trash and says she will be “away” for a
while on a “whirlwind” trip to “Mainland China” yet!
This trip, of course, right in the face of saying
Ekkers were destroying the world by dealing with
China, et al.
This “thank you” note is too good to not share
in light of all of the accusations this person has
made thus far. Keep the “no underwear” in mind
as you read this next incredible diatribe:
[QUOTING patriotlad@aol.com., 5:39 PM,
Wednesday, 11 December 2002:]
In Response To: THE END GAME OF THE
BILLIONAIRE BOYS’ CLUB (Patriotlad)
To Patriotlad From V.K. Durham—
Thank you for getting the remaining articles and
comments up on the Rumor Mill News Forum … Just
had time to check in on the RMN site. Great JOB!
Trip is going great … have to go to Mainland
China and work on some unfinished business of
Russell’s. He ( most people were unaware of this
) was a TAIPAN heavily involved with the HONG
KONG, SHANGHAI BANKING and with
MAINLAND CHINA’S CENTRAL BANK.
I suppose I have never told anyone about
Russell’s Chinese Family … But, some things are
none of anyone’s business … so I won’t go into
that at this time.
This is a whirlwind trip, flying via PRIVATE JET,
with my DIPLOMATIC IMMUNITY, and time
constraints make it so that I can’t do any shopping,’ but
those things I mentioned are getting done.
Next stop is GREECE. Then on to my home.
Thanks for editing and posting the articles …
GOOD JOB!
V.K. DURHAM, CEO
[H: “Stress capitals” V.K.’s]
[END OF QUOTING]
By the way, readers, a TAIPAN is a Chinese term
for “bigger than ‘Tycoon’”. It indicates someone like
Lucio Tan who is worth BILLIONS AND BILLIONS
OF DOLLARS. You know, like Bill Gates.
If you read the affidavit which Mark will rerun
[12/25/02 CONTACT, page 7] in the paper,
requested by legal counsel(s) of Ekkers (with
backup documents for the files) you will NOTE
THAT CERTAINLY WE DID KNOW HER
VERSION OF THE CONNECTIONS WITH
“CHINESE FAMILY” AND RUSSELL. Our problem
is not knowing how to spell “Herman” as used
interchangeably by V.K. Durham—WHO NEVER
WAS MARRIED TO RUSSELL OR ANY OF HIS
ALIASES GIVEN BY HER, HAS NO “HOLDING
TRUST” OF ANY KIND, AND HAS “NO” STANDING
OR HOLDING OF ANY KIND WHATSOEVER IN
COSMOS SEAFOOD ENERGY MARKETING LTD.
AND THUS NO STANDING OR HOLDING ON
ANY BONUS 3392-181 “CONTRACT”.
THE “CERTIFICATE” CEASED HAVING ANY
MEANING “AT ALL” WHEN IT WAS CHANGED
OUT TO A “CONTRACT” TO COSMOS
SEAFOOD ENERGY MARKETING LTD which
corporation belonged to one, Russell Herman and
NO OTHER—AT THAT TIME. Now V.K. goes
further on her tirade while somehow blaming us
for bringing “in” Cecellia Xalis (V.K. misspells the
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name, of course) as if we have created some
atrocity of some kind. Moreover, WE HAD MANY
CONVERSATIONS WITH CECELIA AND V.K.
FULLY KNOWS THAT FACT. Cecilia Xalis was
the other person who founded, with Russell
HERMAN, the corporation in 1985. How could
she NOT be noticed?
Ah BUT: I want to go back to a document, which
V.K. FABRICATED and called it a “transfer of
ownership” “recorded of record”, which paper is so
outrageously and badly done as to embarrass anyone,
which continually refers only to a “Peruvian Gold
CERTIFICATE when, at the time, the CERTIFICATE
had ceased to have any value or MEANING at all.
V.K. could have 20 copies IN “COLOUR” yet and it
would HAVE NO MEANING WHATSOEVER.
AS TO PATRIOTLAD AND OTHER DUPED
INTERNET “MASTERS”?
Oh goodness reigns, my friends: “Thanks for
editing and posting the articles … GOOD JOB!”
goes the “thank you to ‘Patriotlad’”.
She has also recently stated that she would ask
Bellringer to do an “update” on the Ekker “cult”. I
suggest they keep right on posting this bunch of
hogwash because it certainly has now given us full
backup for legal recourse. If this means we have to
wait through the “Holy Days” to get anything done, we
CAN WAIT—we now have enough!
How long do YOU think it will take V.K. to get back
home from Mainland China with a swing through
Greece (but not taking time to shop or anything)?
“PRIVATE JET” is interesting. However, it is not
as “interesting” as “DIPLOMATIC IMMUNITY”.
V.K. is certainly NOT a diplomat and why would
she even possibly need “immunity”?
More interesting, however, is that these “Webmasters” continue to post this garbage without
posting response or corrections or FACTUAL
TRUTH—BUT, in fact do not even offer information
for obtaining fact in what is now touted about by
V.K. and all of them, as CONTACT, which HAS
PUBLISHED copies of the very documents associated
with this drama. YELLOW JOURNALISM, AS
V.K. CONTINUALLY HARANGUES?
I suggest you get information over to those
“sites” and perhaps there might be an upsurge in
subscriptions. YOU WANT TRUTH? GO
WHERE TRUTH IS PROVIDED!
We do NOT have a Website because of the
incredible usurpation of our information and publications
by “four winds” and Bellringer/Spectrum.
And by the way, “patriotlad”, when V.K. Durham
turns on you (AND SHE WILL) you are shredded meat!
V.K. says that she was trained for the job of
being at the top in the “Good vs. Evil”
confrontation—“at the very top”—and I would ask
you to look around, check out some of these
presentations and total farces—and YOU DECIDE
ON WHICH “SIDE” THE LADY RESIDES/
STANDS! No, SHE WILL NOT win, anything.
SHE IS THE PERSONIFICATION OF THE LIE.
Please look up the word “personification”.
Did you actually think Satan would sit silently
by while he lost the game to the “good guys”?
Come now, being naïve is not becoming to anyone
who has been given opportunity to become
informed and grow OUT OF IGNORANCE.

BACK TO “CHRISTMAS” CONCEPTS
Please use some of this Season to reflect on
kindness, random acts of “nice”, and make an effort to
see beauty and positive possibilities in whatever comes
upon you. In the darkest room, it only takes a candle
to allow for seeing the way—to a possible door or
window. Moreover, if you WANT TO LIVE AND
PRODUCE MORE THAN YOU WANT OUT OF THE
“STRESS”—YOU SHALL STAY ALIVE AND
FUNCTIONING. It IS just as simple as that.
Every step or turn in the way IS/WAS
necessary—every one. Anything “different” would
have directed the journey into different avenues of
experience. Isn’t LIFE simply wondrous in its
very concept? God must be a very competent
creator? You get to drive—THE WHOLE WAY.
And, by the way: The “devil” doesn’t “make you”
do ANYTHING. You choose—EVERY TIME.
If you are freezing and all you get in your Christmas
stocking is a big lump or two of coal and a stick or
two—I suggest you get a match and get a fire going
instead of complaining about somebody else’s gifts.
I comment on some questions asked by “Brian”
brianfischer88@hotmail.com of “Patriotlad”/V.K.
Durham. (Patriotlad responded because the assumption
is that V.K. is off jetting around Mainland China.)
Since it is obviously easier to get the documents off
the sites I won’t go through it all, just the final few
questions regarding V.K.’s “TRUST”.
“V.K. is seeking redress concerning the frauds
done against her and her Trust. Is this her
primary goal, regardless the nature of the FED?
This is where my questions arise.
“1) How is it that any single corporation is in
a position to be owed a trillion dollars by the U.S.
government?
2) Why is the debt owed to a Trust and not a
lending corporation?
3) Is the Trust privately owned?
4) Is the Trust subject to taxation?
5) Is the Trust subject to Treasury audits?
6) Is the Trust under the umbrella of the
FED’s owners?
“I’m not interested so much in the mechanics of
the fraud at this point (whether gold rigging, offshore
accounts, debt and credit swaps, etc.). I’m interested
in knowing who is stealing from who. Have the
owners of the FED depleted the wealth of Americans to
the point that they’re now getting better returns by
simply stealing from each other? Or has the U.S.
government decided that they can steal from the FED
owners at will, knowing that the FED has nowhere
to turn in America for salvation? Are the FED
owners mobilizing other assets (other nations) to
oppose the U.S. government’s acts of counter-fraud?
“I’m all for understanding more truth about the
inner workings of the FED and international
finance. But this sounds to me as a study in the
lack of honour among thieves. The problem with
that, is it leaves no one to root for.”
Right on, Brian, and may you NEVER stop
asking questions and demanding answers.
“Yes, Virginia, there IS a Santa Claus”! went the
tale. Indeed, there certainly IS and in keeping with
V.K.’s inability to spell names: It is Satan Claws!
We are amused TODAY as we look at the papers
and see that the IMF wants the nation here to TAX
TEXTS. That means that there would be a tax on
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every little text message these people send to and fro.
That suggestion is to “help reduce the debt to the
IMF”. Do we jest? Of course not—the idea has
been bandied about over and over all year—but for
the budget of the State, NOT the IMF.
Well, Brian assures Patriot that he “is awake”
now. I certainly hope someone shares with him
so that he STAYS AWAKE.
I can only ask, however, that he “stay awake” by
turning elsewhere than to “here”. We have our plates
FULL as do the rest of our friends. We have published
extraordinary amounts of information, published the
exact papers as we have them, including many of V.K.’s
Faxes and documents—EXACTLY AS SHE
PRODUCED THEM. We will NOT go through it again
on a one-on-one basis—for our job is massive and we
cannot attend these personal inquiries. We are, however,
pleased to respond to EVERYONE but they will simply
have to get their own paper, for our people are “mad as
hell and refuse to take it any longer!”
We have put out thousands of pages of responses
and information—for many years. So be it. We are not
going to now get into a global exchange and certainly
WE DO NOT WANT “INTERPRETATIONS” BY
SUCH AS BELLRINGER AND PATRIOTLAD
BECAUSE THEY HAVE PROVEN THEIR
INABILITY TO EVEN REPRODUCE ACCURATE
INFORMATION. IN FACT, IF YOU READ THE
V.K. DURHAM PRESENTATIONS ON THE
INTERNET—YOU GET ONLY PATRIOTLAD’S
EFFORTS AT TURNING THE GARBAGE INTO
“LANGUAGE” AND STILL HE/SHE CAN’T
REPRODUCE IT IN PROPER COPY. V.K. DURHAM
is unique in her inability to repeat anything correctly,
copy anything correctly, or present anything correctly.
V.K. does not even repeat her own claimed
“Trust” name twice the same way and “TIAS”
has nothing to do with ANYTHING—period.
Since the next thing will be to straighten out some
of this nonsense come the first of the year—since
V.K.’s barrage of documents to the global governments
and to those of whom she constantly drops
inappropriate and incorrect NAMES—we need to
address THAT TRUST of Durham’s which is NOT.
The facts are that it was over THAT TRUST that
all connections were severed with “that woman” in 1997.
As of THAT TIME V.K. Durham was trying to
EXTORT money FOR THE TRUST FORMATION
while trying to blackmail us into giving her one of our
corporations for her incredible game of get-it-all.
We have at least two sources for her proposed
Articles of formation—as in “corporate articles”—and a
plan as presented prior to the personal writing of those
“Articles”. It is both interesting and presents big questions.
It is even more interesting to note what V.K. tells
the world about the wrongdoings of our selves when she
claims to know all the people, have resources and all
contacts with ALL PLACES AND PERSONS, and even
knows who backs the terrorist groups. That is a funny
presentation since everything “we” have done or do is
totally PUBLIC KNOWLEDGE right down to the details
of EACH document. We even publish it in the paper.
Now, she comes forth and tells Patriotlad that in
October she tried to cut a deal for a Trillion $$$ with
the U.S. government. The fact that they somehow
ignored her seems to, now, in addition to
everything else, be “our” fault as insider dealing.
Are the absurdities NEVER ENOUGH to cause the
little chicks to question the Big Red Hen?
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“Big Red” was one of her proudly espoused labels
for V.K.—“back when…”. Then came the write-up in
the paper in Illinois regarding the will of Russell Herman,
etc., as being “Old Snooky” of Shawneeville. When the
journalists went to call on her at her home she met them
with: “I’m the bitch you came to...” and then asked
them in for the “lowdown” on her holdings.
This is hardly the stuff of Taipans and
Diplomatic anything, including “immunity”.
So, you might ask Ekkers about this “Russell
Herman” and they would be at a loss to tell you
more than that which they personally found and
experienced—and what keeps being uncovered on
a DAILY basis. IT IS SUFFICIENT.
What exactly happened to “Russell’s estate”
which V.K. claimed “expired”? She was NEVER
married to the man but by her own presentation
both she and Russell had families—Russell
supposedly a very large one as to siblings.
V.K. claimed that in the years in which she did
not have ANY contact with Russell he had married,
had three children while she had married and had
two (or vice versa).
She said both had
“divorced”. Check it out in Ekkers’ affidavit
because that information was taken DIRECTLY
FROM A V.K. DURHAM DOCUMENT.
The question is: How can an “estate” expire?
And, whatever happened to the family members
who are KNOWN to have been around? Rick
Martin even spoke with a brother of Russell’s
who wanted NOTHING to do with V.K. Durham
nor did he want to get involved with Russell’s
“stuff”. This person also said that V.K. and
Russell were not married and nobody could “stand
that woman for even five minutes”.
I speak of these things because we deal with facts
and legal documentation. We do not interfere or interject
ourselves into any business of anyone unless it
involves us directly. However, the involvement came
from the fact that supposedly Russell and V.K. had
willed $40 million to the CONTACT from Russell’s
AND HER estate which somehow “expired” at the
“county level” in Illinois somewhere.
She will, further, give references to where YOU can
go get your information from her records and, as with
one interesting recent revelation, you can go to page
“084” of the Illinois records and find her second
“recorded” marriage certificate recorded.
Try it and you’ll likely laugh all the way home.
The more recent statement is that Ekkers and GAIA
went in and took those recorded documents right out of
the files recorded with Thomas Ganz, Recorder.
She did, however, ease the burden of getting such
documents by sending a copy of her “Marriage
Certificate” in point to everyone she could conjure to
somehow prove “something”. She then states that she
“re-recorded” in Ida County, Iowa. WHY? Wouldn’t
records be in several places OTHER than in her
self-recorded “file” under ANY circumstances?
The most interesting thing about this “Certificate” in
point is that it shows different information than was on
her “application” which was equally badly fabricated.
Also shows that she married Russell Herrman/Herman.
Then the certificate has the typical blank lines to
be filled in by the officiating minister and this
certificate reads: “According to the Ordinance of
God and the Laws of the State of Illinois on the
2nd day of 1993 in the year of OUR LORD one
Thousand Nine Hundred Mark S. Lohnes.”

Now, tell me why would ANYONE wanting to find
problems with V.K. entries EVER REMOVE THOSE
INCREDIBLE DOCUMENTS FROM THE FILES?
Moreover, every use of the documents in a records
office is accounted, even to a person buying file copies.
Records show missing pages in V.K.’s filings
AND notation of her having the file out and in use
as noted by the Recorder’s office.
Why would all this have cause for attention?
BECAUSE if V.K. could not prove marriage to
Russell HERMAN, then she could not even CLAIM
any holding or standing in this infamous Bonus
3392-181. She can’t and she DOESN’T!
This is also why she continues to try to hang on
to and “retire” Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing
Ltd. in order to grab onto “something”—but she
can’t and she DOESN’T have any standing. THESE
ARE
EASILY-FOUND
CONFIRMATION
DOCUMENTS, for any “Inquiring Mind”.
Just this minute another interesting Rumor Mill
Reading Room Forum hit. It is also by, it appears,
V.K. Durham but, someone didn’t have time to
REALLY edit it very well or attend it prior to posting
and it does say some interesting things along with
her myriad semi-colons in all the wrong places. It
is hard to keep up with a prolific producer of
“impossible to decipher” scrambled rantings.
We can address all of these things at some
point but we don’t want to stop the flow and the
insanity foisted off onto curious parties who surf
these Websites. Some are actually looking for
some Truth and it is so sad they find so little.
Poor Rumor complains now to her Friends,
Patriots and the Children of Light—“Once more, it
appears that Rumor Mill News and the Readers’
Forum are under attack, and the Odds-on favorite for
the group most likely to be responsible for this attack
is the Ekkers’ GAIA cult, which is one of the engines
supporting the Al Qaeda network, and which is
operating like a Trojan Horse inside the U.S.”
Would these not somehow be considered “fighting
words” possibly? The garbage is said to have gone to
Tony Blair, Prime Minister, U.K. with instructions to
“The Parliament of the United Kingdom”.
V.K. now lumps in something called “NESRA” and
somebody had to append [also known as NESARA].”
But, in the MO of one V.K., that doesn’t deter V.K.
from a continued reference to same as same.
Then she sends it ALL to “Arnie Gammelsgarrd” of
INTERPOL, Chief of Operations, Fraud Division—SHE
CLAIMS. However, others sending “stuff” to “her” given
instructions for address DO NOT reach any such anyone.
Then the lovely “lady” at 5:57 AM after a hard
day’s night of perhaps wine and roses does a take
on Australia and someone involved in “NESRA”.
Australia? The lady just said earlier in THIS writing
that “NESRA” is a “U.S. Congress ‘Act’” of some sort
which she also misidentifies while the “editor” tries to
attempt to explain the discrepancies. There seems to be
no end to the contradictions—OR THE LIES.
V.K. now explains the old Farm Claims, etc. Well,
she should know about the rip-offs on those first
“recovery” claims, for it was called “Cosmos” and the
ADDRESS USED was hers—in Okawville, Illinois.
Next she gets into some interesting “Oversoul Trust”
something or another. This seems to have the Ekkers and
GAIA taking one “horn of the bull” with the ISLAMIC
BANKING while the OVERSOUL TRUST takes the
“second horn of the bull” with CHINESE BANKING.
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Then the middle (between those horns) “…STANDS; THE
U.S. DEPT OF THE TREASURY, U.S. FED. Res.,
WORLD BANK & IMF.” “Those in the Agreement to
split 50-50 on BONUS 3392-181—Conspiracy at U.S.
Fed. Res. & U.S. Dept. of the Treasury levels.”
Next comes an interesting notation in that a person
by the name of GREG PAULSEN, who currently is
“joined heavily into the Chinese Banking Systems”.
By golly we can’t tell where her quoting takes up
and leaves off to even more confused diatribe—
but this “Greg Paulsen” seem to head up “THE
CHURCH OF THE OVERSOUL ‘TRUST’”.
Now, this seems to somehow present as something
called “the TRIDENT” program. Meanwhile she
periodically tells “Arnie” to pay attention to this or
that which “he didn’t think she knew…”.
We are confident Greg Paulson (WHOEVER HE IS)
will be delighted to realize she “has his number”.
The only time we have even been exposed to that name
was in a list, including us, of being directly involved
in the murder of “Russell Hermann et al.”
We warned Rayelan of Rumor Mill, “patriotlad”,
Bellringer and any who would listen that this VIPER will
eat your lunch and she is halfway through it already.
Durham continues to set up these people, usually even
mispronouncing or misspelling their names
(Gammelsgarrd is most likely from Denmark and that
is GammelsgAArd, BUT WHO KNOWS?).
To allow this kind of assault on other people leaves
HIM OPEN DIRECTLY for charges for not stopping
this insult to humanity poured on by this mentallychallenged person. So, Rumor Mill is “under attack”?
Fine, she should be taken OFF the airwaves. But please,
not before she assists and abets V.K. in hanging herself
COMPLETELY. Anybody and everybody can check out
easily what Global Alliance Investment Association
(GAIA) is ABOUT as well as who are Ekkers AND
WHAT THEY ARE DOING. There is not and never has
been any secret or clandestine with ANYONE.
V.K. Durham, after Russell’s death, tried to
turn it into a “capture everything” clandestine
game and we all terminated both any association
with her business and/or her PERSON.
To you who are bored with this continual
harangue—STOP IT. THIS IS YOUR LIFE—THIS
IS THE CONFRONTATION OF GOOD AND
EVIL RIGHT THERE IN THE MIDDLE OF
“YOUR” PARTICIPATION.
Does this make our job more difficult? Only in the
“moment” of insult to intelligence. It is only part,
however, of wiping out the questions regarding what we
hold and have to offer. So, getting it cleared away in
a nasty but broad “swoop” can only save us time later
along with presenting credibility which otherwise we
could not expect to gain so massively in scope.
Hurt the U.S.? Come now, readers, WE DON’T
DO ANYTHING, BY AGREEMENT, IN OR TO
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. V.K. IS
IN THE U.S., NOT US! Well, that is, whenever
she isn’t in “Mainland China” on her PRIVATE
JET with DIPLOMATIC IMMUNITY.
By the way, Rayelan and Patriotlad: The longer you
decline to run the opposing facts, the more deeply mired
you are in the muck of total fraud and disinformation
scatter. Rayelan, at the time of Princess Diana’s death,
did in fact blame Gunther Russbacher (her husband) for
being involved in the direct murder of said Princess.
THIS WAS PUT FORTH ON SHERMAN H.
SKOLNICK’S PROGRAM AND HOT LINE.
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SHE ALSO WAS CREDITED, AT THAT TIME,
ON THOSE OPEN NETWORKS WITH STATING SHE
WAS OWED BILLIONS OF DOLLARS AS HER
PORTION OF PAYOFF OF SOME KIND AS
GUNTHER’S WIFE. SHE VERBALIZED A
QUESTION AS TO WHETHER OR NOT SHE WOULD
GET IT. It seems Gunther had claimed to have
divorced Raye and married a lady named Jane so who
would get the elusive loot? Perhaps the Shadow knows?
Dark side? Oh, I don’t think so—it appears to
us that the LIGHT is shining more brightly than ever
before and Truth is having a field day of revelation.
MERRY CHRISTMAS and thank you for allowing just
a bit of “CHRIST” to shine through at this wondrous
time of the year—just before we embark on a NEW
YEAR with its own possibilities and potentials.
By the way, to “Brian”. It is interesting that on
the Internet our dear friend V.K. has given some
numbers and statements about a 1990 calculation of
the “Bonus 3392-181” Fed evaluation.
I just want you to look at it a minute and realize that
you, Brian, didn’t get the whole picture in a
“reconstruction” from Patriotlad who said: “The gentle
reader will be staggered by the numbers presented, as
I was, and so for the benefit of all, they decipher as
follows:…” then let us pass on past the percentages
compounded, etc., and look at “$206,858 Quadrillion…
that is, Two Hundred Six Thousand Eight Hundred
Fifty-eight Thousand-Trillions of dollars in Gold value,
for a Quadrillion is a thousand trillion…”.
The number is: $206,858,581,465,280,000,000.00.
That is NOT, “gentle reader”, a “QUAD” NUMBER. I
suggest, for your own information, YOU LOOK IT UP.
The document is before us at this keyboard. That
was the amount due and payable April 30, 1990.
The document itself is not dated.
Now, another thing V.K. uses and we find it
interesting is “$USDA”. And no, we do not know what
that means other than U.S. Department of Agriculture.
That may not be as “off the wall” a “Freudian slip”
as it might at first seem, for BILLIONS of dollars
were shipped out THROUGH THE U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE TO BOTH IRAN
AND IRAQ—but that is another story, isn’t it?
So, how does “Doris” know all this? Oh my, she
doesn’t, didn’t, and never pretended to “know it all”.
However, curiosity and need to substantiate what we
write—she always goes forth and “finds out”. TRY IT
AND PERHAPS YOU TOO WILL LIKE IT.
Now, readers, if you don’t think that kind of massive
funds shouldn’t be “contained” reasonably, then you have
other problems bigger than we can possibly assess.
Furthermore, if it is going to be utilized as a fundamental
“value” as it states in “gold”, then there has to be GOLD
ACQUIRED to literally back it—to the last accounted ounce.
On that, please, I would like to leave this keyboard
for this afternoon, for it has already been a very long day
here while the trashing never seems to stop. Therefore,
we are always forced to ask: What are you “patriots”
attempting to do? Well, the question is answered in “for
whom do you work”? Choices are YOURS and doodlebugs will always flick sand in your eyes. And, just like
the doodle-bug or “bandwagon” going in circles—you
will simply end up with a dizzy headache if you don’t
get off the “ride” before it “gets” you.
Be very careful, the saying goes, for that for which
you pray may well be given.
Salu, GCH
dharma
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Doris’ Corner
12/21/02—#1 (16-127)
By Doris & E.J. Ekker
RE: SELF HELP OR “HELP YOURSELF”!
“MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR”—
FOR WHOM?
HUMAN FRAILTIES
Be kind if you will of yes, please, MINE (human
frailties)! In spite of V.K.’s suggestion otherwise, I am
neither omnipotent nor omniscient. I have no cause nor
claim to challenge anyone save those who present total
lies and evil in both intent and follow-through.
I particularly wish to thank you who have taken
action in this latest barrage of nonsense from the dingy
side of the disinformation tracks. Just please, don’t get
so sidetracked or distracted that our own tasks get put
aside while answering curious inquisitors.
Yesterday as E.J. and I went forth—AGAIN—to
clear visas and gain extensions we were reminded of this
long journey into strange and almost “obscene” places
and the mind cries out to “go home” only to realize that
one person with full intent to destroy us personally and
internationally is at work with her nasty little devils giving
support and forum for her lies and misrepresentations.
Well, friends (and enemies): WE CAN TAKE IT!
Do we have a choice? Yes but our choice is
to continue right through the flak and right to the
goal line and on ACROSS IT. That is our
commitment to YOU and to our families who have
had to be without parents, grandparents, friends,
and who also help hold us together.
We are now bound by steel bindings one to another
and our observation is that those bonds get even more
strengthened in each encounter of the negative kind. Let
us call it, please, “The Light of Truth and Realization”.
WE HAD NO WAY OF KNOWING HOW THIS
WOULD MOVE FORWARD AND STILL WE CAN’T
SEE MORE THAN TO THE NEXT BEND IN THE
PATH (OR RIVER) BUT WE HAVE CONFIRMATION
THAT THE PATH (AND THE RIVER) WILL BE
THERE WAITING NO MATTER WHAT THE DEBRIS
OR “SHALLOWS” IN OUR WAY.
Are we somehow “holy” or at the least, “holier
than anyone else”? Nope, just human while being
totally “SACRED” because each being and thing in
God’s UNIVERSE is SACRED! So, we take claim
to our share, please.
This “Odyssey” upon which we accepted
responsibility and embarked has unfolded in most
interesting and unexpected realization and outright
REVELATION in support and confirmation in each step
along the journey—from upstart, through “Russell
Herman’s” petition for “help”, and right on through the
journey to this moment in what we perceive as “time”.
I’m confident that V.K., as she has shouted to
the winds, probably does NOT recognize the
“Russell Herman” attached to her. It is a fact,
stated personally BY RUSSELL HERMAN, that
when he realized he was actually being murdered,

his attitudes had major reconstruction of focus.
He even gave us a short “no atheists in
foxholes” rendition of possible “death” sentence.
He told us he was witnessing a full and evil intent
to get him out of the way and claim FULL
CONTROL of the incredible asset held by himself.
He further stated that he had intentionally let some
paperwork lapse in the past to hopefully bury the whole
of the asset but greedy people worked their secret
manipulations BEFORE he could get it stopped.
Then, he said there were claims of intent to do
nothing but “good” and allow for recovery of, at the
least, “our great nation” and perhaps he too could
then rectify some pretty “crappy” escapades on his
part in his own “past experiences”. He said he was
in no position to longer simply STOP the adventures
or adventurers doing their dirties but WE COULD
IF WE WOULD AGREE TO ASSIST HIM.
We did, and the rest is history.
We had NO reason to disbelieve V.K. “Durham”
(note she has never claimed “Herman” as her name
except when trying to sell a lie).
She flooded us with documents AFTER
Russell’s death. We ran most of the “stuff” in
the paper for all the world to see—believing we
were helping her and serving “mankind” only to
find we were NOT serving other than V.K.
Durham’s self-interests AT OUR EXPENSE
(literally). V.K. comes on NOW with this BS hogswill
about her “wonderful husband” of at least four spellings
of his name which is also, she says, “hers”. Well,
we only knew ONE and that was “Herman”.
It is proven without any further question that V.K.
NEVER was married to Russell Herman—PERIOD AND
END OF ANY POSSIBLE DEBATE.
Even SHE had said they were not married. And
yes, they had to have been married LEGALLY AND
LAWFULLY to even have CONSIDERATION of a
possible claim as a “spouse” to anything of Russell’s.
There is not such “anything” to support anything the
person says. This includes a “holding trust”.
HOLDING TRUST
Let’s bury THAT ONE right now—AGAIN!
In 1997 when WE WERE SUPPORTING HER
TOTALLY, she demanded funds to “do” her trust.
Then she demanded in “extortion” (we’ll get there in a
minute) $5,000 (after we had run completely out of
funds to even pay outstanding phone bills).
At the same time, she demanded that we turn
over to her one of our corporations.
The point was that she would extend our “permits”
or something and add some funds to our allotment of
her “Bonus” funds IF WE MET HER DEMANDS AND
SHE GAVE US FIVE DAYS TO DO SO.
For goodness sakes, we had held the entire
asset since August 5, 1993—and this latest barrage
of extortion and blackmail met with our dismissing
her from our lives (we hoped). And NO, we were
NOT dealing with a Global Alliance Investment
Corporation prior to that interchange.
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As we began to find all the games and
manipulations afoot, we GOT OUT of any association
with the woman and solving those problems
established by our association were internationally
MAMMOTH. People as far distant as South Africa
had actually formed CORPORATIONS there for their
business ventures—with “that woman”.
At one point, in debating that “trust”, I personally
asked WHY she wasn’t setting up something as in “The
Herman Foundation” which would honor Russell? Her
answer was that she was “THE ONLY SIGNATORY” on
Bonus 3392-181 and that she had “made sure of that”.
We had no documents regarding sales or transfers—
so we had ONLY her word that such were in order. We
did not know until SO MUCH LATER AS TO BE
ASTOUNDING that there is no LEGAL transfer, sale, or
ANYTHING. EVERY DOCUMENT SHE FILED IS
FRAUDULENT AND FABRICATED, AS IN FORGED.
Many things began to come out just prior to
our severance of activities with V.K. ONE major
one was all the antics taking place while she asked
for our HELP in trying to claim Russell’s pensions
and welfare/disability for her personally.
She also produced ongoing legal cases where
she was acting in her own counsel against “Illinois
Power” utility for BILLIONS of dollars and to
which she claimed she got a “default” judgement.
Next, when she owed us so much money as to be
staggering, she said she had these precious treasurers “of
Russell’s” on which she had been offered $500
MILLION, pending payment. So, payback and the $40
million to CONTACT as promised in a “non-existent”
WILL, was no problem and instead immediately turned
into $40 million in FRNs and $40 million in GOLD, yet.
TALK ABOUT BLIND
After severance with V.K., we were faced with
what to do next about Russell Herman’s assignment.
And, as you might well guess, our first wish was to
dump it into the round file under the kitchen sink.
My own “psychic” realization, being
omnipotent you understand, was that this would be
more trouble than Africa has killer bees. BUT, I
was only a “one small voice” and Rick was on the
chop-block because it was by then KNOWN that
V.K. not only knew about the assignment but had
used Russell’s signature on one of her documents.
At THAT time we didn’t know WHICH ONE.
Russell had also said that “the authorities” also were
informed and given a copy of the assignment. To us
that meant such as George Bush Sr. and his “et als.”.
It was certainly KNOWN around because even Cmdr. Al
Martin (of recent “infame”) and several VERY INSIDE
PEOPLE had told us so. NOW, FRIEND, WHAT
WOULD “YOU” HAVE DONE OR WOULD DO NOW?
We had gone DIRECTLY and FIRST to George
Bush Sr. and his “et als.”. I repeat: FIRST! Response?
“Not ready to deal at this time.” Our assumption now
is that he still is not ready to “deal”. Or, perhaps he has
“dealt” because we certainly have “agreements” which
are identified in the way (and with full instructions) as
typically from clandestine operations. This is WHY we
couldn’t, EVEN SHOULD WE HAVE WANTED TO
DO SO, let the now recognized SPECTRUM group
TAKE (STEAL) CONTACT NEWSPAPER.
CONTACT IS THE COMMUNICATIONS
VEHICLE——AS INSTRUCTED.

However, back to the story first in point: E.J. and
I PERSONALLY had just finally received some funds
and in conclusion of this long story gone on for years,
we discussed the next move IN AN OPEN FORUM
WITH EVERYONE ATTACHED TO ANYTHING WE
DID, EVEN TO VISITORS, IN ATTENDANCE.
I look back now and realize that it wasn’t “their”
money they voted to spend, so what the heck—spend
Ekkers’! Well, self flagellation is both tacky and a bit
too late in this case. The blood is spilled to the vampires
and yet we still have the paper and ourselves intact!
We said we were willing to spend every last cent
on attending the “Assignment” because we had
business persons AND A WELL-KNOWN AND
RESPECTED LAWYER who had checked out the
“thing” fully and pronounced everything sound and
lawful to the last word. He had spent time with Gerry
Spence and part of the connection in the Philippines
was Imelda Marcos of “Spence” fame.
During the time AFTER our severance “from” V.K.,
we lost track of her. Sometime after the break we
received a petition for financial help for V.K. in that she
was being “evicted” and the “move out” was imminent
if she did not catch up rents, etc. First of all, we had
no funds and secondly, it seemed a bit cheap and ugly
to suggest we do anything other than turn her in to
the authorities for “possible criminal” acts. We did
inquire about the massive “funding” for the priceless
artifacts and WHY she would be “destitute”.
Do we somehow “hate” V.K. Durham?
Gosh NO! She has since provided us with
EVERYTHING we have needed, including her
fabricated documents—TO PROVE EVERYTHING
WE HAVE OFFERED TO ANYONE REGARDING
THE MATTER OR THE ASSET.
We “own” nothing. We don’t even own
anything that we used to think we “owned”. So
how do we continue to survive in Manila? We
survive because those ones, who have experienced
with us all along this way, have LOANED us
money. (They will be first repaid—Resolutions
already of RECORD (public) and to cover full
restitution and payment of loans prior to now.)
We appreciate help and everyone realizes we CAN
only do the very best we can—but we now KNOW
this job can be done and done well. That will provide
plenty for full repayment. We do not take grants,
donations or gifts of funds. ALL THOSE ARE
ACCOUNTED, RECORDED AND WILL BE REPAID
IN FULL, WITH INTEREST.
We don’t know HOW to be either more open or
forthcoming. To say that we are responsible for
derivatives and trading games which have bankrupted the
global economies is amusing at best. I think V.K.
doesn’t read well and others haven’t bothered.
What sets “Global” aside?
Just about
EVERYTHING YET KNOWN TO BANKERS.
We require GOLD (hard, cold and validated) to
back every shekel, every peso and yes indeed, every
dollar, as might be referenced in THIS PROGRAM. The
assets are then HELD publicly in the nation’s bank as
well as funds issued on lines of credit FOR PROJECTS.
These are fully ACCOUNTED. We go further than
that in our own position: WE ONLY “BORROW”
FUNDS BACKED BY THOSE ASSETS OF HARD
METAL AND ONLY UTILIZE A VERY SMALL
PERCENTAGE FOR PROJECTS ALREADY
COMMITTED FOR “VALID” ASSISTANCE.
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THIS IS GOD’S PLAN—NOT EKKERS’!
Delays are only an inconvenience. And, with the
recent nonsense on the INTERNATIONAL
INTERNET SITES and “investigators”, simply do
what V.K. demands: “Get the recorded public
records” (which are now mostly “missing”, of
course, because of clandestine thievery or WTC
collapse which destroyed her PERSONAL records
along with that “trust”). The jig is up! It simply
takes TIME to get anything operative or “on line”.
Especially here in the Philippines where the
confusion is TOTAL we find patience difficult—but
necessary. What will happen if there is war in Iraq?
Who knows?
There is ALWAYS “war”
somewhere when the biggest bullies can bash the
little guys off the map. You can note the
CURRENT revelations that the U.S., Germany and
U.K. are the MAJOR nations supplying all the
components for those WMD TO IRAQ. It has been
published in the international papers, readers, so it is
not a figment of imagination as in “mine” or “yours”.
By the way, anyone who pays attention has full
access to exactly WHAT WE ARE DOING. We have
published the MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT
regarding and applicable to every venture, bank
interchange and project at issue. Perhaps that is
why we have been disallowed from doing
business, for we COULD HAVE FLOODED THIS
OLD WORLD with exactly what V.K. proclaims.
We have put guidelines and limits on the asset and
demand full backup commodity for every cent in point.
Acting otherwise is absurd and could be absolutely
devastating. In the hands of mentally unbalanced
persons such as V.K. Durham (whoever she thinks she
might be) is beyond our wildest imaginings of “terrible”.
She is a “terrorist” of the very worst variety and
that includes “Al Qaeda”, ALL KADA or whoever
else she has conjured for us to “back”.
V.K. and buddies want to claim “cult” status
for US? TWO doesn’t appear to be a very large
“cult”, does it? Indeed something certainly seems
strange in V.K.’s apparatus. She claims to have
EVERYTHING and know everyone.
WE
CERTAINLY CLAIM NOTHING OF THE SORT.
We don’t even know “Arnie” or “Prince Bandar”.
Certainly I do NOT claim to even have ever heard
of any “Princess Rani” whom I am now supposed
to BE, according to V.K. and the Rumor Mill
NETWORK. Is there not something just a tad
silly, or even STUPID, in her litany?
Do I resent “wasting” precious time on this
nonsense? Yes and NO. It is certainly not a
WASTE and all we actually have in this realization
is the moment called “time”. Clearing this baloney
has no greater priority.
Whatever V.K. Durham may or may not have is
neither our business nor within our attempt to
control. If she has involved us in some way—any
way—we will respond and confront. V.K. was totally
missing from our scope for months, perhaps years
even. She left Okawville, Illinois and went away,
apparently, to the “alligators” in Louisiana.
She next surfaced in Ida Grove, Iowa, which she
obviously intended that the address not be known. What
IS the BS about anonymity and HIDING? What of
these Internet bashers who try to hide themselves?
They only get found out when they blow their own
cover—just as did V.K. Durham.
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SHORT CUT TO THE POINT HERE
The true irony in this story is the lengths to which
manipulators will go to attain their ends.
The facts ARE exactly what Russell Herman TOLD
US they would be: GET COSMOS SEAFOOD ENERGY
MARKETING LTD. AND “YOU HAVE ALL YOU WILL
EVER NEED”. HE SAID TO “GET IT INTO TOTAL
SECURITY” AND THEN WHATEVER YOU UTILIZE
DO IT THROUGH AN “ALLIANCE” SET UP FOR
THAT PURPOSE AND KEEP IT SIMPLE AND CLEAN,
AND AS WELL, WITHIN REASONABLE BOUNDS.
We have taken it much further in that we deal in
nothing as mundane or worthless as PAPER—we require
GOLD to be available and accounted. Will we EVER be
able to do this job? Well, we certainly intend to do so.
“Never” and “ever” are really rather big words by
definition. We also have everything structured for
ABSOLUTE PRIVACY. That in NO WAY suggests
anything clandestine nor shady. We want NO attention,
fame or notoriety—we would like to live out our days
in total non-recognition with all debts paid in full.
WHAT DO “I” THINK ABOUT
SUCH AS V.K. DURHAM?
I don’t, except when she is AGAIN in my face.
E.J. doesn’t attend it much even then. You see, we
EXPERIENCED the games of Rumor Mill, Bellringer, et
al. They are “dark horses”, people, and betting on them
is a very foolish bet, to say the very least.
WE HAVE NOTHING TO “PROVE” TO ANYONE
SAVE THE PEOPLE WITH WHOM WE TRANSACT
INTERCHANGE. We most certainly DO NOT owe
ANYONE any information or proof of our own status.
We respond in behalf of those who must walk along
this same pathway where accusations are flung about
like dung in a fan. THEY deserve response and all
the proof we can gather. We, I repeat, would be far
more happy to have NO recognition AT ALL.
Moreover, we could get back to what we felt was
our job in the first place: putting out a paper with
information of the valid variety. Or, simply RETIRE and
go camping—for that used to be fun with the children
and other families out on a “dirt ride”. THAT life
STOPPED for us about 17 years ago and this Odyssey
has absorbed us, like it or not, since. We accepted the
task and we will do the task—and we will not sit silently
by while destroyers try to ruin everything good.
WE are NOT out to save the world, or YOU. We
“CAN’T” even if we wanted to do so in the worst of
ways. We have accepted a job that we CAN do and thus
we shall. YOU will have to attend yourself, whoever you
might be. If you have helped us, then I would guess that
that will be nicely rewarded in the not too distant future—
when we scrape off the leeches and other bloodsuckers.
If you want on THIS “bandwagon”, then I assume
you can participate—to any extent you please, right up
through helping with resources—FOR WHICH ALL/
EACH WILL BE REPAID. WHEN WE ARE
ACCOMPLISHED HERE WE WANT NO DEBTS
HANGING OVER OUR BEINGS—EVER AGAIN!
We will confront, legally, those who have
come against us, taken our property and/or brought
intentional damage to us or this program. We
have several years to accomplish that particular
task, so we just keep right on TRACKING as in a
train which has finally “started” to roll.

We are confident that other saboteurs will emerge
from the dark recesses of the “ratholes” but that is no
longer very daunting to us. We will also confront the
dirty deeds of Durham and her colleagues even to the
New Gaia legal mess where she has CLAIMED FOR
HERSELF the responsibility of contacting the Feds, the
FDA and turned EVERYONE “in”. She claims to have
even gone to INTERPOL with “that” “vitamin
mislabeling” debacle. Well, Diane has paid the price and
now she can plan on recovering at leisure.
We have information from right here in Manila that
it is rumored from these scurrilous Internet sites that
Ekkers are “wanted” in Mexico and the U.S. Funny
thing is that V.K. has continually touted Grand Jury,
warrants for arrest and you name it, just as have the
SPECTRUM “crooks” WHO TURNED IN TOTALLY
FRAUDULENT AFFIDAVITS—AND YES INDEED,
THEY HAVE BEEN NAMED.
As a parent it has been all but impossible to watch the
hounds of hell come against family and friends—however,
the key words are “all BUT”. It was POSSIBLE and
we got through it as to the worst, and if we can’t ever
return home to our country, so be it—for sometimes the
price of FREEDOM comes in tough packages.
We have not been able to exchange anything
except “tidings” for Christmas in such a long time
we can’t even remember but somehow the end of
a year and the very simple realization of an
expectation of a new year brings peace and hope.
Yesterday we had to go over to the “Penn” hotel
(across the street) to get processing on our visa
extension and walking into that lobby was, as is annual,
a chin-dropping experience. That hotel is so elegant
anyway and there is no sparing of funds, apparently, for
the decorations which just surpass anything we have seen
in the “taste” and sheer beauty and size of the decorations.
The decorations are made and are huge by combining
simple “little ones” into massive wreaths and garlands; the
trees have ropes and ropes of lights and poinsettias.
I want to go back and just sit, get a cup of
“wassail” and count our blessings.
We have a person due back here for a meeting and
a few “checkouts” on Christmas Eve (next Tuesday if
memory serves). It would be so like “Dad” to have that
be worthy and a step off for the New Year. Every time
we are hurting and wallowing in disappointments—we
get a boost which is confirming and promising.
There is no “instant” gratification in this journey—
as of course, we thought when we started (don’t we
all?). We have to EARN every step of the way and with
such as this Durham clutch-cult of whatever kind, it IS
difficult. I repeat, however, each nasty thrust gives full
backup TO THE TRUTH of what REALLY IS.
May we just walk in beauty of the magnificence of
the “Penn” lobby and we can tread on a few steps more.
We have learned to better check priorities and grow
from each experience—right after we lick our wounds.
Experiences are interesting in their own right. Coming
back from that visa jaunt we get on the elevator to home
and on steps a man with a pleasant face and attitude. I
pulled the old silly of “I know you!” He smiled and shook
hands and said yes indeed, he is one of our local
CONGRESSMEN. Yes, like one of the MOST
IMPORTANT ones in the Congress. And, he lives right
on the 21st floor! Wonders never cease if we keep our
eyes and ears OPEN. Our neighbor directly across the hall
is from the Japanese Embassy which, by the way, may
also be closed—perhaps even by the 27th (next week).
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The predominant expectation is that the Arroyo
administration can’t last past next week either. Daily the
blasts and revelations of total graft, corruption and
outright treason are building and ready to BLOW.
We do what we have always been TOLD TO DO:
keep the head down, along with the assets, and keep
right on working. We have not been allowed to “play
favorites” as to political personages and have been
here long enough to have knowledge of the halls of
justice and injustice. It certainly becomes easy to
see that these years have indeed been far shorter than
any sane person could have even hoped.
We can forego a few more turkey days and our
own Christmas tree if necessary. It saves a lot of work,
anyway, on the 26th and 2nd. We can just turn on the
computer and start typing—and, go to McDonalds for
our feast! Not bad and the cleanup is easy. Ah BUT,
don’t we have wondrous MEMORIES stored to get us
through these “lights out” days where the festivities must
wait again until their turn for attention.
Well, I need to close lest I get nostalgic and
have a self-pity party.
Let us count our blessings of which there are so
many to occupy the day(s). We are grateful for
everything, including the lessons—for else how could
we do this job? We are happy that Diane has
graduated from her resort management program—and
now all we need is our own resort!
Our son, Chuck, called day before yesterday and
said it was very cold in Los Angeles. Just an hour prior
to his call, Ellen and Mark had called and said they
were all but stranded in SNOW. All asked about our
weather. It is embarrassing to say that it is exactly like
yesterday and last year—90 degrees in the shade and
warming. Electricity is too costly to run air-conditioners
much, so we sit in a windstorm in front of a fan while
we sweat for “natural cooling”. It is fine and we are
settled sufficiently to get our work done.
At home back at the farm—or off it as the case
now is, it is more difficult as ones make room and make
do in the confusion. We will have to confront the
“losses” at a future time and even Mr. Turner knows we
have a very good case against him—but he “had to sell”
and there is the nutshell circumstance.
He tried to capture a lot of things but the court
allows until the Dec. 30th to move what is ours as to
household, office, etc., items. It is a full bother and a
massive “LOSS” but what IS—IS and it becomes one
more thing out of our hands for concern or burden.
There are other expenses to keep the paper going,
phones and other utilities met but in many ways the
burden is, for the moment anyway, lessened a bit. I
find it much like “death” in that we perceive loss, grieve
a bit or a lot, and move on in management with
whatever is required or best applicable in the aftermath.
I’m sorry, friends, but with each thing TAKEN
or FORCED from us, I function better—for the
load is not so heavy on the back and settlement
and forward movement LATER will be ever so
much better achieved.
If we don’t “make it”, then the circumstances in
point are moot issues. But, when we (and we will) get
this up and running the point is, again, a moot issue
because we can pick and choose that which is better for
our purposes—while being able to possibly RECOVER
some of the losses and damages or, at the least, shut
down the perpetrators of lies and crimes. And yes
indeed, I certainly DO want them shut down and out of
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their incredible disinformation businesses.
I will say that V.K. Durham and her brood of
chickens have credited me with being so important and
brilliant as to have claimed the world and control all in
it—and thank HER kindly or unkindly, as the case may
well be. Let us bless the assaults, for indeed we CAN
confront and WE CERTAINLY DO HAVE
DOCUMENTED BACKUP FOR ALL WE CLAIM—
AND YES, IT TOOK ME A WHILE TO ACTUALLY
BELIEVE IT MYSELF. Oh, we knew it was “real”
but we just couldn’t quite see how we could get
this done and the backup we needed.
We were told we would “have what you need”
and so we have! Being allowed staying the course
is all that is now left to accomplish!
Have a loving Christmas and try to laugh a bit as
in “merry” and then let us turn to the NEW YEAR
with all the wondrous potential of which we get only
a glimpse in the crystal ball from time to time. We
ALWAYS have promise of program adjustments in
August and January—since we began this odyssey.
We look forward to better, for it is always
likewise so that it happens that way—we don’t
ever move backward—only a step forward.
May there be peace within even if not “without” in
the hurting world. We must offer healing and not just
bandages for the bleeding wounds. WE “CAN” DO
THAT and we CAN DO THIS. Our very deepest love,
appreciation and “THANK YOU” to each and every one
of you—even V.K. (who reads the paper most faithfully
and carefully. Too bad she misses the important things).
To you who would have LIGHT on these
things—please, “turn on the lights”, for the
resources are all available to all.
Joy to the world, for unto us is given “a way
to better understanding” and experience if we but
seize the opportunity and paddle like mad.
Love, Doris and E.J., from beautiful
downtown Paradise—so the saying goes.

GOD-Source Plasmic Light Shield
When Asked For Will Protect You
(PART 12)
RAPE, RAVAGE, PILLAGE AND
PLUNDER OF THE PHOENIX
BY GYEORGOS CERES HATONN
“dharma”
PHOENIX JOURNAL #14 (1990)
APPENDIX I
AUDIO TAPE
May 2, 1990 11:35A.M.—Hatonn

Greetings Commander.
I come in Light.
Thank you.
Dharma has known since she got up this
morning that it is a very urgent day. I hate to use
two-by-fours across your cranial cavity. You
could very well be in the middle of nuclear war 3
by nightfall. An incredibly serious impasse has
been achieved in your Panama Canal area. What
you will hear is not what has taken place.
I have a tendency to bypass my own security
measures and you will please be patient with me,
for I have much to do this day, but I will tell you
now there is nothing more important than the
peace of mind of you ones.
As we ready ourselves to begin to pen the
information that regards the Zionist-Jewish persons
that have infiltrated into your government the
Reach out to others, with your heart, your hand,
Every opportunity that comes, it’s yours to command, bombardment is going to get worse here.
You are hostage, and I may not do anything about
And build in them confidence, strong faith and love,
Cause this is our Father’s teachings, sent from above. it. I speak of your country.
While Mrs. Bush hugs and kisses babies with
Help others daily, as you travel life’s road,
AIDS in an orphanage, lies go forth. Mr. Endara
On into the future, as you lighten some load,
is somewhere in your United States and I will not
Unto thee is given, strong leadership so true,
The Heavens send blessings in the teachings we do. divulge his location.
Both of the Vice Presidents of Panama are in
Thankful in heart, and as long as we live,
incarceration in the coup. There are two
Others will benefit from the services we give.
Our mutual thoughts of love, faith, hope and peace, Cosmospheres sitting above the Panama Canal,
daring. There are at least six missiles, any one of which
The inspirations given, they will never cease.
could wipe out Panama—ready, aimed and waiting to be
Happy is the person, to know you as a friend,
fired depending on what your nation does.
Eternal is this blessing, like a circle without end.
The backup forces are all along the coastline in
Reach out to others and with a faith so true,
Surely, God decrees it, and He will see you through. Central America; Peru is in an active state of rebellion.
You see the United States and Great Britain tried to dink
around in their election. They have already been at war
with you because you sent your ships and you sent your
planes into Peru and those people turned down the
politician puppet that the United States had sent.
Great military forces are lining up on either side.
[MM: This inspirational poem was shared by our
longtime reader and friend in Tennnessee. Thanks, You can expect anything. The reason I say to you that
Jim, for your kindness and support. What a joyous you can expect anything is because they are adamantly
denying it out of Washington, so you can be sure.
and loving philosophy to begin the New Year!]

REACH OUT TO OTHERS

James E. Carroll
July 6, 1977
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The Panamanians are angry. Over ten thousand
of their people killed in what you ones have called a
little invasion and the Israeli Zionists are up to their
eyes in it. Absolutely up to their eyes in it. They’re
getting ready to take over Jerusalem, friends. You
are in the final days of your countdown. Whatever
information you are getting is the big B word.
There is a terror campaign going on about
your planet unmatched in all of the history since
the creation of your planet.
The Zionists have been working on their temple
aided and abetted by the Christians who want that
temple up because they say that brings the Second
Coming of the Christos. Until that temple is operable
that will not happen. So, while you have the ones
hiding behind the Greek Orthodox Church who have
just sold out to the Jews who have now occupied the
building in Jerusalem in the Christian Quarter, they
are ready to go to war, too. They’ve already
brought armaments in and stashed them in that
building. It has nothing to do with religion. I did
not even need to say that. You know that.
They have all of their artifacts ready to begin
their Jewish “Orthodox sacrificial services” again,
their rituals. They’ve now finished gathering up
or remaking all of the items necessary for their
altars and for their sacrificial altars.
Just as with the passage of time they have done a
little investigating and they find they’re off with their
own predictions of exactness. They find now, my
friends, they don’t have to build that temple at the Dome
of The Rock exactly, but it means they almost have to
have a mutual wall some three-feet distance from the
wall of the Dome of The Rock Temple Mosque.
The Zionists are getting ready to take
Jerusalem.
Every uprising that you have had where there have
been any guerilla activities whatsoever the Jewish
Mossad have trained the troops, including your own.
They have no loyalties. The very nicest thing that could
happen would be that the United States and Russia go
to war, then they wouldn’t have to pull this off.
I want you ones to come to your own conclusions.
I have to be honest with you, Dharma is so confused
in her consciousness that I have great difficulty
getting through. She needed to respond immediately
to me when I first called this morning, but it became
a discussion of things and then she doesn’t know
which way to turn—and I’ll tell you something else,
friends, when the news is bad she turns me off. It
is the most human of all responses. “Don’t tell me
this, Hatonn, I don’t need another thing.” So we
walked on the hill and we picked the flowers and I
still could not touch her. She would not hear me.
I gave you ones signs and you chuckled
knowing full well that’s what they were. That
computer was set to go off the first time she
pushed the save button—and she’d be hit with a
beam. I’m sorry, we couldn’t let it happen.
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We’re getting into material now, friends, that is
very serious. There is no mercy in the
Zionist-Jewish community, none. We’re talking
now about a thirteenth tribe known as the
Khazars. They’ve infiltrated every quarter of
your government and information has been
written—but they know the truth is coming from
here. They monitor everything that goes on here.
Dharma is uncomfortable about going to Los
Angeles, rightfully so. She knows they have got
her targeted.
There are a string of Cosmospheres, some seven in
strategic locations along the San Andreas Fault. If they
blast the Panama Canal, they will blast the fault.
Now what else can I tell you to make your day
happy? I am sorry that Charles got away.
You can not live in fear—fear renders everyone
totally helpless, but neither do you play into the hands
and foolishness. These are the probabilities of change
that you have to understand that we can only predict.
We cannot definitely say anything. This was a very
secret military move and I believe now that you
understand the mechanism of Guyana. You can
understand that which I tell you. You don’t know what
is going on, you have no idea what is going on in your
world. Even when you are told you don’t know what
is going on. If they blast the San Andreas Fault, it will
trigger so many things that I can’t even outline them
here. You already have activity. You already have a
steady beam system being beamed into the fault lines.
You have a row, if you will—does that mean what I’m
trying to express (lined up)?—(Audience: Yes.) Craft,
spheres, along the deep fault in your mid-Pacific.
They would probably trigger that first because that
would disrupt and would cause tidal waves. That is the
rift, the major rift in the Pacific Ocean floor.
Lemuria is rising. They know Lemuria is rising.
They know that there are at least three domed
underwater cities already populated and they hover
above them. You see the full length of that rift is not
volcanic. It’s much like a fault line and a volcanic fault
line. As the volcanoes are erupting and spreading the
plates in many areas you get an upthrust, some you
simply get pillow lava formations as the lava cools.
These are great depths, but basically what is happening
is that those are the areas where it is releasing the
pressure of the upthrust. The intent would be to trigger
complete unrest with particle beams that would disrupt
that fault line first. That way they could better control
and you would not have massive movement of your
entire planetary plates, but only the Pacific plate.
That could very well take out Japan. It would
only damage somewhat Australia because Australia
is not on the Pacific plate. It rubs against it a
little and that’s off shore.
It would wreak havoc with all of the system up
along your western South American coast, Central
America and give you trouble, quite frankly, all the way
into the Sedona area—all portions of old Lemuria of
which this is a part and so are the four corners areas,
parts of Central America and Peru. This is the way
these places were formed, friends, and now technology
is sophisticated enough upon your planet to pull it off.
Son, you will look. I believe you have a hawk.
Oberli: “I believe so too.”
We’ll have to be ridiculous about the birds. Life is
very similar in the bird world to life in the real world.
I’d never get back here if that hawk got that Oriole.

If you see one yellow feather, Oberli, you’d
better hide it.
Where was I? Back into some mundane thing
about nuclear war, I believe. Audience: Peru????
It’s a heavy day in these spheres. This is why
we’ve come, to monitor. This is why you are
here, to be ready, and your consciousness says, “I
can’t handle it. It’s too much; I can’t believe it.”
Believe it and pray, you need more time. In your
perception of time we need more time.
The greed of man is so incredible that
every time Germain gets things worked out
they get to the final issuing of funds and the
confounded greed gets so big that both sides
lose for lack of being able to negotiate. Your
world has gotten to the point where they no
longer even wish to build projects—they want
to only make money on money and everybody
wants it all and I’m talking billions of dollars.
I would take some inquiries. I’m distracted,
I’m sorry.
Ed, were you aware of anything on Panama?
I? The result of the news was that the two Vice
Presidents were “caught and in custody” and this guy
that’s in the United States, Endara, was with Bush
making a little chat. That’s all I heard.
Hatonn: Yes, it was on just a minute ago.
Not very much, just exactly what Ed said.
Al: They were talking about, the last day or
two, about Bush was mad at Congress because
they won’t release the funds to help Panama or
something to that effect.
Oberli: That sounds like a contest between
Bush’s faction and the Zionist faction.
Hatonn: Ah so, were getting some reasoning;
continue, you ones have all the answers.
Oberli: Congress is owned by the Zionists.
Bush is a Rockefeller conspirator.
Al: Pulled the puppet out and they’ve got him
up here now.
Hatonn: Got him into safety didn’t they?
Oberli: Yes.
Al: I heard about week before last or last
week, we set up or we’re going to set up a
training ground down in Peru for I forget how
many battalions. In other words we are taking
over Peru. I don’t know whether it is the Zionists
or the Bush part, but they were American troops.
Hatonn: Well, you see, while nobody was looking,
now they’ve got your ships along that coastline. They
managed to do right under your nose exactly what they
started out to do and got caught off Colombia, so they
turned all of the ships around and send them back home
and the minute it quiets down they go off again.
Do you know where your aircraft carriers are?
Do you know where your nuclear submarines are?
Al: They haven’t talked about it that I know of.
Hatonn: So they haven’t have they?
Al: No information at all.
Hatonn: Do you see how difficult it is?
I have to say a few things here because I have to
allow Dharma to hear them from me. She cannot go
into the room and trust what she receives. She came
to Oberli and she said, “We’re going to have a meeting
or I’ll do it myself or something, there’s something
wrong. He suggested do it yourself, it will be faster.
This is not to be obnoxious to Oberli. It is just that
when her consciousness is so disturbed she cannot get
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through and she does not hear me. She doesn’t trust
what she hears. That’s why we had to have the
tape. I had to get herself aside. She wants to
participate. It’s her life. It’s your life. For the first
time she sensed the terror that comes with having a
machine gun aimed at her. She’s been able to resist
that for a while, but you’re playing with the devil
now. So far you’ve been playing with the puppets.
You stand toe to toe with the devil this morning.
At some point the Truth of the Journals comes out.
It is not that any one portion—save the counterfeit
money and probably what I’m telling you right now—
has not been known and published by someone
somewhere and they’ve been shut up.
I’m not going to tell you ever whether or not you
are the only ones publishing this material or amongst
many. I have told you that information will come in a
major way from seven locations as protection. I did not
say it would come in a comprehensive lump, that there
would be many or one. I want no one dwelling upon
it. As you go through the literature available you will
find fifty books uncovering UFO escapades. I could sit
here and name the various authors. Why do you think
that suddenly ones such as Bill Cooper would want to
sue Dharma? Why do you think so many in “the New
Age movement” and the UFO movement send the books
back and try to get George to stop printing them?
Because it’s going to put them all out of business and
Dharma says, “My God, I won’t have anybody that’s
not my enemy.” Right, and I have to remind her that
she sat in this chair with most of you present when
we said if you step over this line my child, there is
no going back. Please everybody remember that and
she made her choice and she does not wish to
change her choice but she feels responsible. Her
choice does not mean everybody else has to go down
that primrose path. So that remains everyone’s and
each one’s decision, always forever and ever, Amen.
And in each day there is a new decision. “Well, if
I stop now, I won’t have the Zionists pissed off at me.”
Oh, yes you do, my child, but where the Zionist Jew
works the hardest, so is God and there will not be
another crucifixion of a Christos. That does not mean
that there won’t be plenty of murder of the Christians,
but it will not be as it was and that is the promise of
God. Rightfully so, a small handful of you very human
beings look and say, “Not me, Father, you know I
don’t understand this. I’m willing to do whatever it
is you want but we can’t be that important.” Yes,
you are that important. I don’t know how to tell you
that you are that important—and yet you will be
given your freewill choices right along with all other
entities created by God upon your placement.
You must not work in fear. Have a healthy,
cautious respect for the terror you feel. It will keep
the light about you. It will keep the light about you
because every time you have a little twinge of terror you
also say, “Oh, God” and it’s there. The shield is there.
We don’t have many ways that we can reach out and
hit you. You have to watch for the clues.
It was well proven to you this morning. We
could not allow you to fix the computer as simply as
that, but it was realized from the moment that it was
turned on that there was something the matter with
it. Somebody had done something to it. It worked in
perfection yesterday, why would it not this morning?
This does not mean that you do not go ahead and fix
a mechanical object. It does mean pay attention.
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You are moving into very heavy times. The point is
your perception should not change from day to day.
The birds sing, the flowers bloom, the sky is blue
and the secrets are magnificent. I can not tell you
all of this, I can suggest that I don’t want Dharma
in Anaheim. I do not believe that you need that
particular course. It would give a great deal more
comfort to have you right here and I don’t know
that Charles needs to spend $500 of his money to
go to that course. Do we know how to get him?
Oberli: Yes. I could find him later tonight.
Hatonn: I would not like to interfere with his
journey because he needs the visit with his family.
As I analyze it, I see safety but you know it’s
going to split right through that area. Give me
some of your Earth names.
Oberli: He’s in____.
Hatonn: In the Angeles Forest. That split goes
right along down through what you call Lake
Hughes. Am I correct?
Oberli: Yes, and through what’s called The
Devil’s Garden.
Hatonn: Well, it’s going to shake at____.
Oberli: Yes, it’s just five miles or maybe seven.
Does everybody know where Mount Wilson is? It
sits above Los Angeles on the highest part of the
Angeles Crest Mountains. Highway 2 that goes
across the crest of the mountain to Wrightwood
and the fault line is probably within a mile of
Wrightwood. It might be right down Main Street.
I remember right. I think that the fault is really
what causes the little valley that Wrightwood is in.
Al: Charles has a sister there?
Oberli: No, his daughter. George is planning to drive
up tomorrow morning, early, and then he and Desireé
were considering going to the Anaheim meeting, also—
and Chris and LeRoy just called a few minutes ago and
said that they wanted to set up a corporation. What did
I think about them going to the Anaheim meeting?
Sounds like that this is not a good time to be in Anaheim.
Hatonn: No, it is not.
Oberli: Will it be several days before the
Panama situation clears one way or another?
Hatonn: I can’t tell. Oh, it’s going to be several
days. Perhaps I misunderstand your question. What
you are wanting to know is if it’s going to be safe down
there in a few days? I’m not going to tell you that.
As long as those Cosmospheres sit above that fault line
it’s not safe and they show no signs of withdrawing.
They know they’ve got the power, my friends.
They’ve got the last word. As a matter of fact they’ve
got the last word for your planet. You have nothing
that can knock them out because in the mere destruction
of them triggers the beam. They’ve got you until you
come up with something more clever. The only thing
they don’t have is the ability to get rid of us.
Oberli: I have some confusion because we can
recognize two factions, but the Russians have not—
they have alignments with the Rockefeller cartel from
time to time but not consistently. As near as I can
tell and it appears that we have a three-way
proposition going now. You’ve got the Zionists on
one hand and they are currently aligned with the
Bolsheviks, so that’s the Zionist-Bolshevik group, the
Rockefeller Cartel group, and then the Russians.
They have the Cosmospheres. They have the power,
yet we don’t feel, I don’t feel where their alignment is.
At this point it must be opposite the Zionists.

Hatonn: My dear, it’s where ever it is most
convenient for them. They are the brains behind
the entire thing.
Al: You’re talking about the Zionists?
Hatonn: I’m talking about the Zionists, I’m
talking about the anti-Christian “Bolshevik”
government of what you call Soviet Russia.
Oberli: The current government of Soviet
Russia kicked out the Bolsheviks and they ganged
up with the Zionists and took over the U.S. The
Bolsheviks and the Zionists are together.
Al: Who has the Cosmospheres, the White Russians?
Oberli: Yeah, White Russians. Bush and the
Rockefeller gang have aligned themselves from
time to time with the Cosmospheres.
Hatonn: Yes, they’re trying very hard right now.
Why do you think that he’s being so lovely? Why do
you think he’s giving away Lithuania to the devil?
Al: Well, I’ve always seen they are a bunch of
Godfathers working together for basic things but
fighting amongst themselves and killing off each
other for their own self-greed.
Oberli: Let me turn the tape.
Side 2
Hatonn: From the time of your Biblical writings
you should have pieced together your clues and
realized that a major play will be made out of Syria.
It says so right in your Bible. It’s one of the truths.
It will be Syrian in origin. Those poor little countries
over there are aligning themselves up for any kind of
defense that they can muster. We’re talking about a
lot of anti-Christian people, if you would know of it.
This is the time of chaos. Basically, everybody on
your planet is anti-Christian in the true sense of the
word. And the ones who wear the title spread
across their forehead are usually the most lethal of
all and the most ignorant—the most deceived.
You have to go all the way back to the beginning
of a planet created, destroyed, reclaimed for Lucifer
and then the story began to be changed and Lucifer
told you how you’d be. When his name was
changed to Satan you knew how it would be. The
entire Bible—even the lies in the Bible—tells you
exactly how it would be. He’s the master Prince
of Deceit and lies. You were told that before the
ending of the cycle of the time of the age he
would be given free reign on this planet. Little did
you realize, did you, that it was that way from the
beginning? You see, everything that you perceive
within is going to have to come without. You’re
going to have to look at everything that happens in
your existence from the inner core without.
As the Luciferian groups get kicked out of one
place after another and separated from the presence
of God—always they are given a place to
experience—the scenario is so well written that you
go through it. You see, Satan needs no new script—
the old one works just fine. He needs no new script.
He has learned that the man, HU-man, created to
experience, always will do essentially the same thing
in mass—in mass consciousness. Individual players
will change, individual intents will change but the
mass of the human stream of experience will
repeat and repeat and repeat and repeat.
So the first thing that they have to get rid of
in the Bible, for instance, is the possibility of
anyone truly believing that one could
re-experience—although all logic would tell you
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that if you have a universal one entity Creator
without limits, He can do anything He wants. So the
next obvious perception would be that He would not
waste an experience of a soul fragment by putting it
in a coffin and burying it in the ground to be lost
forever. There would be no purpose in such a thing.
What would be the purpose? And yet Satan comes
and tells you all this and everybody eats it just like ice
cream and it melts so sweetly and it goes right down.
And then he tells you don’t listen to the truth when
it comes because it’s a lie. So man puts his fingers in
both ears, puts on his dark glasses, will not read, falls
prey to a system that destroys an educational system
where man eventually will not be able to read and march
so gently, sweetly right along behind. And when I
project these things they come back to batter your
humanness with all that doom and gloom. “Everything
looks so bad I’m going to go back over there and
hold my crystal and I’m going to do some chants
and I’m going to do some aums and ums.”
The blessed in Brazil are going through reformation
of their church and the precious little peasants crawling
on their knees for miles to get to a holy altar only to get
there and find it’s no magic place. Somewhere along
their crawling they missed God and at the end of their
trail there’s a man and some bits of metal and stone and
they carry their statue in its glass sarcophagus of the
Blessed Mother—and all along the way they miss
Mother for a statue. Oh Jesus wept, my friends, but
it’s an experience, it’s an experience. The one who
crawls must learn the man who stands at the end with
all of that Light being focused upon him understands not
the responsibility that he bears because washing your
hands in a pot of water and saying, “I am through
with this,” doesn’t cut it. Nobody is going to say,
“Well, it’s not my fault. It was Preacher Jones or
Pope Paul’s and I just did what I was told,” anymore
than the man in Vietnam that bashes in the head of
a peasant in the village and kills a child.
The forgiveness is there if he asks forgiveness, the
responsibility is the same and yet God makes those...
I don’t know—I should not give you a new word.
He gives you that leeway. If you’re acting under orders
and you don’t know better, if you have a gun to your
head panic comes—do I kill the child or do I have my
own head blown off? Man screams out for his own
salvation and there is no blame—God has no blame.
God does not pronounce right or wrong. You meet Him
in the final days and you know what was right or
wrong and that’s up to you; but it’s why young men
go crazy because they knew and they know there is
no excuse for the behavior—they went mad.
Mass madness—your world is in mass madness and
if one thing looks good, the swarm swims toward that
and in the light of day somewhere else looks good and
the masses swim back to that. All the while they miss
the truth that lays in the middle—the simple truth.
They’re so busy swimming to God that they miss Him.
The day you go back to the rituals in the Jewish church
that so much as kills a chicken, you’ve had it. And I’m
talking about public acceptance of sacrificial offerings,
in a sanctified church in the name of God. How could
a little lamb be killed to save yourselves? You’ve just
gained one more by killing it. Better you kill it and eat
it, thanking Grandfather for the service of food, than to
kill it and offer it as your sacrifice for your sins.
I would respond to any questions that you
have. I really need to be at my duty.
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Oberli: I think we’ve heard your message
about the Anaheim meeting. Are there any words
of advice for George and Desireé?
Hatonn: I see no point in those children going. They
are being pressed for time. You must go about your life.
With some care it will possibly be aborted. What
has happened here is you ones have become sensitive
enough that you know when something is amiss.
Dharma simply gets to a point where she cannot
function—she has become such a part of my beingness
and she does not yet have the same ability to acquire the
information and she cannot sort it. She can understand
it as I sit here right now. She will come back, she will
listen to the tape and it will be as if she’s heard it for
the first time. There is no ability to sort the true
knowledge in the consciousness. You’re not there yet
nor is it wise that you be there yet—but when there is
disruption in the energy patterns, in the energy flow, she
senses them and you ones will just simply have to be
patient. She doesn’t know what they are.
These are things that I should not be—for your own
security—really discussing and yet I’m put in a position
where I cannot leave her dangle. It is going to be a time
of changes almost from moment to moment as we
move farther. What is appropriate for one hour may
change before the next. You see, of all the things
disallowed, the time of the coming is totally a no-no,
even to the one coming. I’ve tried to explain that to you
ones. Because of the energy patterns you are dealing
with—an energy that has all the power of a God short
of being Creator and that is Lucifer/Satan. He has all
of the power of a Christ, Jesus Esu Sananda. He does
not have the ability—there is a difference in the ability
and capability and power, friends. He does not have the
power to create. He cannot go create a planet. The
Light has the power to create—the darkness has the
power to destroy, to bring into chaos and confusion.
He has the same power of usage of the human mind as
does the Lighted forces and the only real shield you have
against this energy is the energy of God—which is the
Light vibration frequency—that stops it. Just as the
shields that can now be put around the new submarines
in your forces—both you and the Russians—there is a
barrier, unfortunately it will not prevent penetration from
the cosmic spheres and that particular type of beam but
the Light Shield will do it. The vibration, the actual
plasmic shell that will form when asked for from the
God Source—your mind, if you will—can focus that
shell that will protect you, and I would be open for
suggestions. You tell me how to get this Word to man.
How do we get this Word to man and make him hear?
Satan’s had a real head start, brothers. Our job is
to keep some of you remnants alive.
It’s going to be a transition... it’s going to be—
period. Our job is to do the very best we can to get
the Word to the four corners of this planet for
information and it is up to man—and you cannot go into
the corners and bear the burden for every last person on
the planet if you have done your job. It will not stop
the weeping or the broken heart of the human entity.
You ones are going to be so vulnerable and it pains me.
I know the outcome—you don’t. You can only trust
and if human emotions are such that it is so
overwhelming—and you wouldn’t be here if you were
not here to help—than to watch men slaughter each
other is almost too much for you. And how can you
turn it away when it’s someone you love? Someone
you’ve possibly birthed and they deny you and they fall

into the cravass and you have to keep going? You have
to keep going all the way to the top of that hill. You
can’t lay that cross down. You have to allow ones to
fall to the side lest too many be lost because you didn’t
get there and, yes, in the end, you’ll simply be home.
But you’ve chosen this route. You’ve chosen to gain
this experience and you chose from such a much
higher plane because you felt that your soul energy
would be strong enough to bear it and here you are.
It’s not easy and you’re not super-human, you’re just
human—given to all of things of the human. So be it.
We all understand each other. That’s why we’re
here—we have such an understanding, such a oneness
of purpose and thought—just different jobs—and it is
confusing. It is a world of confusion... dense impact...
confusion of energy completely surrounding everything
being beamed forth. Look what they are doing with
your fruit flies, for goodness sakes. They’re being
purposely introduced. Don’t try to make reason out of
it. There is no reason within it. Oh, there are reasons
they’re doing it but there is no reason. Two-thirds of
a planet have to be wiped away and it will be done
in very interesting ways. You’re not going to be
able to get enough, you see, with AIDS or through
the drug programs. You’re going to have to have
a massive war and the facts are you sit on the
brink of it continually. It isn’t new today, just a few
actions are different today, but you ones are becoming
very intuitive about things—something is wrong today—
is what I get. Not quite right today. It is a beautiful
day and my heart sings but there’s something
wrong today. The energies are not quite right.
Well, the energies coming off this crystal are
incredible today. You have a Command out here
on full alert and this is a central navigation crystal
and if it doesn’t make your ears ring, there’s
nothing in this world that will. I have over a
million ships in my own singular Command. You
are blanketed out beyond your stratosphere—some
within—at red alert to the extent that I have trouble
getting a channel today—a circuit. That’s how
cluttered your airways are today. That’s pure physics;
that is not mystical nonsense. That’s pure radio tuning
against a very, very large silicon chip. You have enough
power coming off of that crystal to blow your
computer and all it takes is one or two ships in vibration
frequency to both wipe out your programs or change
them. It happens this was deliberately done and not by
me. I merely didn’t let you finish fixing it because it
wasn’t fixed until you could over-ride that program.
Well, it will settle down and you will be able to fix
it. I would prefer however, that she read and basically
stand by. I don’t know that I would need another visit
today. Oberli, I would quite frankly suggest that you
call W.C., see what you can find out, urge him to urge
them to make concessions. Do not give away any
confidentiality, please, but you should touch with him.
We’re talking about over a billion dollars and we don’t
want to let it all slip away. There’s no way to tell you
it’s going to be easy because it isn’t. Perhaps a war is
the least of your problems. The S & L mess is such
a mess but I would tell you something funny. I don’t
know if I should... even my own humor is too much.
Would you care to guess where the Resolution Trust
Corporation is looking for help?—am I right, Oberli?
Oberli: Yes.
Hatonn: Plans to solve part of their major
problems in funding? Would you care to guess?
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Al: Let me think about that.
Hatonn: No, answer without thinking about it.
John: Oh, through the banks, through security on
“bum” loans.
Hatonn: No. Closer to home, my friend.
Al: Through, through…
Hatonn: AH SO!!
Al: JJ?
Hatonn: Now you talk about little coincidences?
And how secure does that make you feel?
What does that tell you about this world? Well,
your pension program is just right there with
three-quarters of all the weight of the body off of the
edge of the cliff. It is hanging there with one
fingernail. And what an interesting thing, you know,
just moving back to what we discussed yesterday,
let’s lighten this off before I leave. I don’t want to
leave her with such a heavy load. Isn’t it amusing
that at the time of the hearing, when it began to get
to be a real mess with this dwelling [Adam Drive]
and Judge Brent, Mr. Cudd sent information along at
the same time the house plans for this dwelling had
been loaned to ones in Fresno. Now we’re going to
go back to court, so Mr. Cudd sends some things by
mail, the people in Fresno send the house plans back by
mail only to find that the mail person who had
contracted to deliver the mail in Golden Hills was not
delivering the mail but instead burning it or stashing it
in the closet—had taken the contract without even a
vehicle to deliver the mail—and no one discovered it for
weeks until the water bills didn’t show up. Now this
makes all the papers. Everybody has to re-send billings,
for instance, but nothing arrived to anyone. So when
this was made clear to the “court”, part of the thing that
the judge wants to thrust forth is that it sounds so real,
you know, “Big deal. I’m sure everything was lost in
the mail.” Isn’t it interesting that a tape recording was
made of his big, blasphemous speech and now there is
no transcript and no tape? And they didn’t even have
an interruption in the mail service and worse yet, I am
aggravated beyond belief that the attorney, Bill Hornback,
signed away a paper saying both sides had been heard.
No wonder Judge Brent can say in a public place, “I
have never been overturned.” He does not expect to
be overturned because the very thing that made it
possible to over-rule has now been taken away. So
we’re going to have to have a whole total collapse of
the Santa Barbara Savings mess or those judges will
go along with Jason Brent. That’s why it’s important
it gets into the paper. You have no justice system.
You have no truthful religious system. You have no
truthful governmental system. You have no truthful
medical system. It is truly murder by injection, rape
of a justice system. You have been taken over by
Satanic law and I believe that I would go on that note.
Call me if you wish to communicate with me further.
Salu. Yes, I am going to go. Let me spend a
minute with her. Just continue about your day.
[END OF PART 12 AND JOURNAL # 14]
Part 1 of this Journal can be found in the 9/11/02
issue of CONTACT on page 5; Part 2 (9/25/02, page 10);
Part 3 (10/2/02, page 8); Part 4 (10/9/02, page 6);
Part 5 (10/16/02, page 8); Part 6 (10/23/02, page 8);
Part 7 (10/30/02, page 6); Part 8 (11/6/02, page 7);
Part 9 (11/20/02, page 8); Part 10 (12/11/02, page 11);
Part 11 (12/18/02, page 7)—This Phoenix Journal (#14) is
out of print. Please see the back page of this paper for
availability of other Journals and ordering information.
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The News Desk
By John & Jean Ray
INSPECTORS SAY U.S., UK
MUST SHARE INTELLIGENCE
By Alistair Lyon, Daily News, 12/20/02
BAGHDAD (Reuters)—Arms inspectors on Friday
criticized the United States, because they are saying
Baghdad is in “material breach” of a UN disarmament
resolution, and its ally Britain and yet neither not
sharing vital information on Iraq. …
Iraq said Washington had over-reacted by saying
Baghdad’s weapons declaration was a “material breach”.
A day after Hans Blix told the United Nations the
12,000-page Iraqi arms declaration mainly repeated old
reports and revealed little new data, the chief
weapons inspector turned on two of Iraq’s fiercest
critics for not sharing intelligence.
“If the UK and the U.S. are convinced and they
say they have evidence, well then one would expect
that they would be able to tell us where is this
stuff,” said Blix, in charge of chemical, biological
and ballistic weapons inspection teams in Iraq.
Asked if he was getting all the cooperation he wanted
from Western intelligence, he told BBC radio: “Not yet.
We get some but we don’t get all we need.
“The most important thing that governments like
the UK or the U.S. could give us would be to tell us
of sites where they are convinced that they keep
some weapons of mass destruction.”
A spokesman for the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA), Mark Gwozdecky, told Reuters the
UN nuclear watchdog had also received little help
despite being “led to believe that we will be getting
some of this information”.
Blix told the Security Council in his initial report
on the Iraqi dossier that it had failed to include data
on some chemical and biological agents, such as
anthrax, in what he called a “missed opportunity”.
Washington stood alone on Friday in saying Iraq
had committed a “material breach” by lying about its
weapons programs.
Even its closest ally, Britain, stopped short of using
the term that could trigger war. “At the moment we
simply don’t know whether Iraq will be found in breach
of the United Nations resolution,” Blair said. …
The three other permanent members of the
Security Council—China, France and Russia—have
also refrained from saying Iraq was in “material
breach” of the UN resolution.
Bush administration officials have indicated the next
milestone date would be January 27 when the UN weapons
inspectors are scheduled to make their first substantial
assessment to the Security Council. They said Bush could
make a decision around that time to attack Iraq.
Fueling speculation of a U.S.-led attack early next
year, a German government source said Washington
had asked Berlin to provide 2,000 troops to guard
U.S. bases in the country at the end of January. …
“It was political,” Amin, the chief Iraqi official
liaising with UN weapons inspectors, said by
telephone. “Even before they were able to read and
analyze the declaration they said it had many gaps.”
Iraq’s Ba’ath Party newspaper al-Thawra said recent
inspections of sites mentioned in a British government
dossier on Iraqi arms programs had “exposed the lies and

allegations by the Bush administration and its ally Blair.”
“If they have other information, as they allege,
why don’t they give it to the inspection teams to
verify?” al-Thawra said in an editorial. …
[JR: Keep your focus on PEACE… especially this
time of year! The U.S. is running into a lot of
roadblocks against war and the new phrase among
our allies is now “show us the evidence you claim to
have”—but we all know that will never happen.]
UNMOVIC INSPECTION TEAM CRITICISES U.S.
By Timothy Bancroft-Hinchey, PRAVDA—Ru, 12/06/02
Washington has managed to add the United Nations
Organisation to the growing list of entities offended
by the arrogance of its rhetoric. A senior weapons
inspector on the UNMOVIC team has declared that it
is this organism which dictates how the inspections
should be carried out, not Washington.
Demetrius Perricos, the leader of the team searching for
biological and chemical weapons, rejected the calls by
Washington for the teams to be more aggressive.
“The people who sent us here are the international
community, the United Nations. We are not serving
the U.S. We are not serving the UK”, he declared.
The inspector added that if the U.S. shared its
intelligence with the UNMOVIC and IAEA teams, perhaps
gaps in information could be bridged. Yesterday the White
House declared that it has a “solid base” for believing that
Iraq has hidden its Weapons of Mass Destruction.
Should Iraq fail to mention all of its weapons of
mass destruction in the report it is to present to the UN
Security Council this weekend, this would constitute
what it termed as a “serious breach”, which would
automatically involve a meeting of the UN Security
Council to discuss possible paths of action to follow.
Which path is followed by the U.S. is a question which
is dividing the administration. Bush, Cheney and Rumsfeld,
the hawks, would use any material breach as justification for
a war, which would depose Saddam Hussein’s regime and
impose a puppet regime as in Afghanistan, while at the
same time Washington would command the vast oil
resources of Iraq. Yesterday, Deputy Defence Secretary
Paul Wolfowitz declared in the NATO headquarters in
Brussels that NATO countries could take part in a
post-Saddam coalition peace-keeping force.
Meanwhile, Defence Secretary Rumsfeld is set to
announce a call-up of 10,000 more reservists, to add to the
50,000 already in service since September 11th.
Colin Powell, on the other hand, has made it clear
that he is in favour of using diplomacy and
collaborating with the United Nations Organisation, a
policy which is echoed by Moscow and one which is
in line with the norms of international law.
[JR: I think it was very generous of WOLFowitz to offer
NATO countries some token participation in the U.S.’s
post-Saddam “coalition” peacekeeping force. If the Bush
Administration wants all of their anti-Saddam rhetoric to
be believed, they should openly provide any crucial evidence
they claim to have to the UNMOVIC team to officially
verify. The reason this isn’t done is that all their ranting
and raving could not be verified and would only
humiliate the Bush-whackers. It all boils down to
nothing more than an anti-Saddam propaganda campaign.]
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IMMIGRATION LAWS ALMOST NULL AND VOID
By Georgie Anne Geyer,
Universal Press Syndicate, 12/06/02
WASHINGTON—The humongous new Department
of Homeland Security has been kicked off, and don’t we
all feel safer now? This agency, bringing together
170,000 employees from such unlike institutions as the
Coast Guard and the Immigration and Naturalization
Service, is charged with protecting us from Al Qaeda
terrorists and international ne’er-do-wells, not to
speak of bawdy brigands on the high seas. …
The common reassurances to Americans after Sept. 11
were that: 1) Now, because so much of the terrorism
devastation came from our ridiculously lax immigration
“controls”, the government would act intelligently to
manage immigration; 2) the Bush administration’s push for
a massive amnesty was dead as the proverbial doornail;
and 3) other governments would never again be allowed
to dictate our immigration policies. …
Here are some of the symptoms of the problem:
Census data just released by the INS show that legal
immigration levels have risen by a huge 65 percent in the
last two years; and the Federation for Immigration Reform
estimates that in 2001, about 350,000, or one in three
of the people who became legal American residents, had
either entered the country illegally or remained here
after the expiration of a temporary visa.
This is the first time in nearly a century that immigration
has exceeded the 1 million mark, and the increase is
due to illegal immigrants gaining legal status. …
As a matter of fact, however, the amnesty idea
continues to find fertile ground because President Bush
neither fights it nor presents his own policy; indeed, the
new American ambassador to Mexico, Tony Garza,
declared before he went to his post that the Bush
administration was renewing its amnesty proposals.
Meanwhile, Democratic House Minority Leader Richard
Gephardt recently went even further than the Republicans
in putting through a House bill that would have granted
immediate green cards not only to most of the millions of
illegal immigrants in the U.S., but also to their spouses and
minor children outside America. To round it off, they would
become immediately eligible for all federal and state welfare
benefits hitherto available only to legal immigrants.
This would mean that when all the eligible
relatives of the millions of illegal immigrants already
in the U.S. were accounted for, the final total for the
amnesty could be as many as 22 million people. …
Mexico, in its aggressive move to spread its
sovereignty over all Mexicans, including Mexicans
with green cards and even Mexican-Americans, is now
pushing effectively to get the formal Mexican identity
card, the “matricula consular”, accepted as
identification for Mexicans inside America.
Over the past eight months, more than 80 cities,
some 600 police departments and thousands of
businesses have formally recognized this ID, according
to the Mexican Foreign Ministry. At the same time, 13
states have agreed to accept the card as a sufficient ID for
a driver’s license application, without regard to visa status.
The result of this, says Mark Krikorian, of the Center for
Immigration Studies, is that “it’s part of a creeping amnesty.
What we’re seeing with illegal immigrants is a growing
institutionalization of their status.”…
Finally, right here in Washington, Mayor Anthony A.
Williams takes the position that non-citizens in the district
should be allowed to vote in local elections. He has said
the city needs to develop a “new standard for voting—but
it isn’t citizenship.” It is probably, he said then, paying
taxes. Thus, on every level, our citizenship and our
security are themselves under attack. …
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The poor INS has been criticized interminably over
the years, but frankly most of this is not the INS’ fault.
It is the fault of an American government—the White
House, the State Department and especially the
Congress—that refuses, with stubbornness born of
indecision and lack of historical principle, to act
intelligently. There are too many competing and cynical
interests (cheap labor, multicultural cant, the Hispanic
vote) for the nation to make up its collective political
mind, and so the dangerous charade goes on. …
[JR: While ignoring concerns for our security,
Washington, without a public declaration, has opened
the floodgates for immigration just to appease the global
planners. They want America made over to fit into their
homogenized one-class future world. Once they
eliminate all the middle class and redistribute all the
wealth we will all live the same and have the same. It
will be an Orwellian kind of society that will seemingly
promote an equitable sharing of goods. These so-called
global visionaries are the same old despots of the
Bolshevik/Zionist/Communist/Socialist regimes who
have always been in charge. They have made
themselves into the builders for a new futuristic/
humanistic type of world. When you are reminded that
there is nothing new under the Sun, believe it!]
SEPT. 11 FAMILIES CRITICIZE PANEL
MITCHELL QUITS JOB;
BUSH ACCUSED OF HINDERING PROBE
By Bob Kemper, Washington Bureau, 12/12/02
WASHINGTON—The top Democrat on a government
commission investigating the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks
resigned Wednesday, while families of the attack victims
charged that the White House is trying to undermine
the commission’s independent investigation.
Former Sen. George Mitchell of Maine, whom some
saw as a potential counterweight to commission
chairman Henry Kissinger, said in a brief statement that
he needed more time for his law practice. Democratic
leaders immediately replaced him with former Rep. Lee
Hamilton of Indiana, who has headed the House
intelligence and foreign affairs committees.
Mitchell’s abrupt resignation, just days after accepting
the commission post, along with other controversies
surrounding the panel, was a setback to the commission
and raised questions about its credibility.
In a letter to congressional Democrats, Mitchell raised
concerns about suggestions he sever his ties to his law
firm, Piper Rudnick, noting that the need to support his
family precluded him from leaving the job.
In another potential blow to the panel, family
members who lobbied for months for the commission’s
creation now say they may withdraw their support and
declare it a sham if President Bush and incoming Senate
Majority Leader Trent Lott (R-Miss.) refuse to appoint
former Sen. Warren Rudman to the panel.
The Sept. 11 families also want Kissinger, who was
appointed by Bush, to provide a list of clients for whom
he has consulted since leaving public life. They want
to determine if Kissinger, a former secretary of state
with a wide-ranging consulting business, has a
conflict of interest as he spearheads the investigation
of the lapses leading up to Sept. 11. …
But the Sept. 11 families, as well as some
lawmakers, are even more concerned over what they
see as Lott’s all but certain decision to block Rudman
at the urging of the White House.
Rudman is viewed by the families as someone who
would not shy away from taking on the intelligence,
diplomatic and military establishments. He also might
join up with the commission’s five Democrats to

create a majority for authorizing subpoenas and
taking other aggressive investigative actions. …
Without Rudman, “we will oppose this commission as
a whitewash,” said Stephen Push, whose wife, Lisa Raines,
was aboard the jetliner that hit the Pentagon.
“This is essentially a double-cross if they are going to
block Warren Rudman on the commission,” Push said. “We
are not going to put our support behind a commission that
is intended, as far as we can tell, to protect the president.”
The White House denied that it has been
anything but supportive of the commission and also
denied pressuring Lott to block Rudman.
“The president strongly supported this bipartisan
commission,” said White House spokesman Scott
McClellan. “That’s why he signed it into law.” And
as for Rudman’s appointment, McClellan said, “That’s
Sen. Lott’s decision to make.”
But the families argue Lott would not be making
his choices without consulting the White House.
Critics note that Bush steadfastly opposed the
commission until its creation became inevitable, and
they say he has sought to weaken it at every turn.
When Bush signed legislation creating the panel
on Nov. 27, Bush said it should “uncover every detail
and learn every lesson of Sept. 11” and “follow all
the facts, wherever they lead”.
But the president also urged the commission to
show “responsible concern for sensitive information”
and said he hoped the commission would complete its
work in less than 18 months, the period set by law.
The White House also demanded and won the
right to appoint the panel’s sole chairman. Some
lawmakers had wanted two co-chairmen, one
appointed by the White House and one by Congress.
The White House also won a change that would bar
the 10-member panel, divided evenly between Republicans
and Democrats, from issuing subpoenas unless six members
agreed. Lawmakers would have preferred to allow
subpoenas to be issued with five votes, but administration
officials said that would have allowed Democrats to go on
politically motivated “fishing expeditions.”…
The administration is also at odds with the 9/11
families over whether Kissinger should be required to
reveal clients for whom he has worked in the private
sector to determine if he has a conflict of interest in
heading the commission.
Kissinger’s refusal to reveal his client list is
exacerbating existing concerns among lawmakers and
family members that as a longtime part of the
Washington power structure, Kissinger may feel
protective of the intelligence and political establishment.
The White House has contended that Kissinger does
not have to meet federal conflict of interest disclosure laws
because the chairman’s job is a part-time, unpaid position.
But a legal opinion produced at the request of Sen. Joseph
Lieberman (D-Conn.), one of those pushing to create the
commission, disputes the White House’s claim. …
KISSINGER STEPS DOWN
AS CHAIRMAN OF 9/11 PANEL
CITES CONTROVERSY OVER
POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
CNN News, 12/13/02
WASHINGTON (AP)—Former Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger stepped down Friday as chairman of
a panel investigating the September 11 attacks, citing
controversy over potential conflicts of interest with
his private-sector clients.
“It is clear that, although specific potential conflicts
can be resolved in this manner, the controversy would
quickly move to the consulting firm I have built and
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own,” Kissinger wrote in a letter to President Bush, who
appointed him. “I have, therefore, concluded that I
cannot accept the responsibility you proposed.”
The decision was another blow for the fledging
panel and the families of September 11 victims. The
panel’s original vice chairman, George Mitchell,
resigned from the commission Wednesday, partly
because of pressures to quit his law firm.
Kissinger’s resignation came one day after he tried to
assure victims that his business interests would not conflict
with his duties as chairman. The White House and
congressional Democrats had clashed on whether he
had to disclose his business clients, with Bush’s
advisers saying the law did not require such disclosures.
Kissinger said he had told White House lawyers he
was willing to remove the appearance of conflict of
interests by submitting “all relevant financial
information” to the White House and to an independent
review. He said he could not liquidate Kissinger
Associates, his international consulting firm, without
delaying the commission’s work.
It was not immediately clear who, if anybody,
asked him to liquidate his firm. …
[JR: Now that Henry and Mitchell have removed
themselves from this panel of inquiry into 9/11 it is
becoming a crucial test for Bush as to his resolve. After
stalling on this issue for over a year, we now have his
controversial appointments and their subsequent
resignations. His reasoning as to his choices for this
panel is problematical and casts a big shadow over future
proceedings. It is turning into a fiasco for the Bushites
as it does put into question where this will all lead, because
of this administration’s emphasis on secrecy in everything
they plan and do, which borders on clinical paranoia. The
comments by Trent Lott, have been another major fiasco
for the Bush boy. The resignations of both Kissinger and
Mitchell show that they are both self serving and that their
main priority is to profit from their duplicities with their
Elite connections so that they can live long and prosper,
which is not the prime directive of the universe.]
IN POLICY BIND, U.S. LETS SCUD SHIP GO
By Howard Witt & Stephen P. Hedges,
Washington Bureau, 12/12/02
WASHINGTON—One day after Spanish and
American naval authorities halted a mysterious vessel
laden with North Korean missiles amid fears the cargo
was bound for Middle East terrorists or Iraq, the White
House announced Wednesday that it was allowing the
ship to proceed to Yemen, its intended destination.
The abrupt turnabout occurred after Bush
administration officials discovered they had no basis
under international law to stop North Korea, part of
what President Bush has labeled an “axis of evil”,
from selling Scud missiles to Yemen, a state plagued
with suspected al-Qaida terrorists that is nevertheless
cooperating with Washington to root them out.
Yemeni officials loudly complained to Washington
after the unflagged ship, its name obscured by paint
and its cargo of 15 Scud missiles hidden under
cement bags, was interdicted in the Arabian Sea.
The Yemenis insisted they had every right to
purchase the weapons for “defensive purposes”.
“We have looked at this matter thoroughly. There
is no provision under international law prohibiting
Yemen from accepting delivery of missiles from North
Korea,” White House spokesman Ari Fleischer said.
“While there is authority to stop and search, in this
instance, there is no clear authority to seize the shipment
of Scud missiles from North Korea to Yemen, and
therefore the merchant vessel is being released.”
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Tuesday’s incident in an unstable Persian Gulf
region already unnerved over the possibility of a
U.S.-led war in Iraq underscored the complexities the
Bush administration faces as different channels in its
declared war on terrorism begin to get crossed. …
Secretary of State Colin Powell noted the dilemma in a
speech Wednesday in which he called North Korea “one of
the great proliferators on the face of the Earth”.
But, he added, “at the same time we recognized it was
going to a country we have good relations with.”
Powell said that Yemen’s Saleh had assured him
that the North Korean Scuds were the last shipment
of an order placed several years ago and would not
be transferred to any third party. Yemen had recently
promised Washington that it would not purchase any
more missiles or parts from North Korea.
Fleischer said the missile shipment pointed out
holes in international efforts to control the proliferation
of long-range missiles that the administration would now
seek to plug. North Korea is not a signatory to the only
treaty governing such sales, the Missile Technology
Control Regime, ratified by more than 30 advanced
industrialized countries, including the United States.
But some critics said the episode also revealed
holes in the administration’s anti-terrorism policies.
“I am appalled that the Bush administration would
allow the North Korean vessel to go free and allow
these Scud missiles to be transferred to Yemen, a
country with active al-Qaida cells. We have no idea
whether these missiles were really intended for the
Yemeni military or whether they would end up in the wrong
hands,” said Rep. Edward Markey (D-Mass.), a senior
member of the House Energy and Commerce Committee.
“The Bush administration, in its focus on
disarming Iraq, appears to be ignoring other potential
threats to our security,” Markey said. “Before it let
the North Korean vessel go, it should have
demanded a full and complete investigation of the
circumstances surrounding this entire incident.”
Others noted that the Scud incident occurred on the
same day that the administration unveiled a new strategy
to deter the use of weapons of mass destruction
against the United States by explicitly threatening a
potential response with nuclear weapons.
“The fact of the matter is, we’re making all this noise
about bombing folks when they get weapons of mass
destruction, and then when we get a chance to stop a
shipment, we don’t,” said Henry Sokolski, a North Korea
expert and director of the Nonproliferation Policy Education
Center. “Where is the money going from this sale?
To North Korea’s nuclear programs? Its missile
program? It will have to be one of the two.”
But Fleischer said the administration felt it had
little choice but to allow the missile shipment to
proceed to Yemen.
“Our concern about North Korea has been violation of
treaties, particularly dealing with nuclear weapons or other
such weapons, that involve threats to our national security
or because their exports violate existing treaty regimes or
international obligations,” Fleischer said.
“And we don’t have to like everything North Korea
does but that doesn’t mean that we have the right to
change international law out of convenience.”…
“How do you stop a country like North Korea from
selling its missiles, and other countries from buying?” said
Joseph Cirincione, a non-proliferation expert at the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace. “The only way to do
it is through diplomacy. For a fraction of what we are
spending on missile defense programs, you could basically
buy out the North Korean missile program.”
[JR: The U.S. has gotten itself tangled up in a dilemma of
its own making. Here we have North Korea, whom we
consider a security threat and part of an axis of evil,

sending a shipment of missiles to a country we consider
our “shady” ally, Yemen. What a paradox for the U.S.’s
“war on terrorism”, with its weekly twists, turns and
reverses. The masterminds at the Tower of Babel in D.C.,
must by now be developing psychotic personalities trying
to balance all the balls they have in the air. When you
carve up the world as unevenly as the U.S. has, you are
bound to get more than a few wires crossed. The most
simplified solution for us would be to go back to the
diplomatic route as suggested, but that option has gone
the way of the dinosaurs with the Clinton
administration and this is continuing with the Bushites.
The U.S. has backed off from its past agreements on
the nonproliferation of weapons treaties and the use of
nuclear weapons, so the question is how can the U.S.
run a world if our only plan seems to be to destroy it?]
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In a new, 6-page mission statement on countering
weapons of mass destruction, or WMD, the Bush
administration underscores a long-standing policy that
the United States “reserves the right to respond with
overwhelming force—including through resort to all of
our options—to the use of WMD against the United
States, our forces abroad and friends and allies.”
That passage intends to threaten U.S. nuclear retaliation
as a deterrent to hostile governments, said senior
administration officials. The strategy was developed by
National Security Adviser Condoleezza Rice and
Homeland Security Adviser Tom Ridge. Its timing
coincides with other muscle-flexing by President Bush
designed to intimidate Iraqi President Saddam Hussein.
The White House document, called the “National
Strategy to Combat Weapons of Mass Destruction,” is
to be delivered to Congress on Wednesday.
[JR: This ominous announcement is part of an ongoing
U.S. MOVE ON SCUDS SPURS ANGER IN SPAIN
campaign to validate our reasons for going to war. The
White House not only means this to be a threat to Iraq but
By Daniel Woolls, Newsday, 12/13/02
anyone else who feels brave enough to oppose us. We talk
MADRID (AP)—Spanish military officials and tough because like all Zionist bullies we fear being seen
opposition politicians grumbled Thursday about the U.S. for what we truly are… world oppressors.]
decision to release a North Korean missile shipment,
with one officer saying Madrid should consider pulling
UN WIDENS SCOPE OF IRAQ SEARCHES
its ships out of the coalition against terrorism.
The Defense Ministry said it was “surprised” by
By E.A. Torriero, Tribune, 12/11/02
the White House decision to let the Scud missiles
continue to Yemen after asking Spain to stop the ship
BAGHDAD—United Nations weapons inspectors
Monday in the Arabian Sea. …
expanded their 2-week-old search Tuesday by more
“There has been a change of tack toward Yemen than doubling their teams and visiting the most Iraqi
that the United States will have to explain,” another sites in one day, but the UN was moving far more
military official told El Mundo.
slowly than the Bush administration desires.
The opposition United Left party voiced scathing
The Iraqis have yet to comply with UN Security
criticism of both the Spanish government and the United Council demands to supply inspectors with hundreds
States. Parliamentary spokesman Felipe Alcaraz said that by of names of scientists who possibly could tell them
opening fire, the Spanish navy had committed a warlike act about hidden weapons. The council imposed no
and that the United States had made Spain look ridiculous. deadline for the Iraqis to comply.
Spain’s main opposition party, the Socialist Party,
The UN, too, was proceeding at a bureaucratic pace in
said the United States had shown a lack of tact and signing a contract for at least a half-dozen helicopters
information. “There are gaps that it would be good needed to swiftly shuttle inspectors and catch Iraqis offto fill in,” said Jordi Marsal, a party spokesman.
guard at remote sites. So far, only one helicopter borrowed
Both El Mundo and El Pais suggested in editorials from another UN program was available and being
that there was more to the incident than meets the eye. assembled in Iraq. The UN expects a contract to be signed
E l P a i s s a i d i t m a y h a v e b e e n o r c h e s t r a t e d b y in a matter of days, a UN spokesman said.
Washington as a way to show Pyongyang that Uncle
The shortage of helicopters and information from
Sam is watching its every move.
scientists will make it far more difficult for the UN to
El Mundo said that Spain deserved and must demand accelerate the inspections in scope and intensity and
a more thorough explanation from the United States, and pinpoint disputed sites that could debunk Iraq’s claims that
that if it doesn’t get one, it should remove the two Spanish it has no weapons of mass destruction, U.S. officials said.
warships taking part in Operation Enduring Freedom.
“I wouldn’t categorize it as delays,” UN
[JR: After getting their “monetary ($$) aid”, my guess spokesman Hiro Ueki said Tuesday. “It simply takes
is that the U.S. is playing little mind games in testing time. It’s not that we are dragging our feet.”
Spain’s resolve and dedication to helping us in our
The Iraqis see another eight months of inspections
global “war on terrorism”. For Yemen it was to test ahead just to examine major sites. Privately, UN officials
her veracity as an ally. The masterminds in D.C. knew predict they have enough destinations to keep more
they had made a huge mistake when Yemen objected to than 100 inspectors busy for at least a year. Nearly
the seizure of its missiles. Spain is right on in its 70 inspectors are now on the job, including about
assumption that the U.S. is making a point to North two dozen who arrived Tuesday.
Korea that they are under continuous surveillance by
Five teams fanned out to five sites, including a
our big eye in the sky. This is how the world uranium-mining outpost on the Syrian border that is
controllers keep us all in line and also to impress upon a six-hour drive from Baghdad. The Akkashat mining
us that they know all, see all and therefore control all.] operation was visited by UN inspectors in the 1990s
and was considered a key source for uranium that
U.S. TOUGHENS ITS STRATEGY ON STRIKING BACK later could be enriched for bombmaking.
Inspectors also visited al-Tuwaitha, Iraq’s major
nuclear research center, for the third time in two
Daily News, 12/11/02
weeks. Another UN team searched a veterinary
WASHINGTON (AP)—The White House has issued a medicine factory once used for biological weapons
new, tougher strategy as a reminder to Iraq and other research. Other inspectors went to a military training
hostile countries that the United States is prepared to use center and an industrial plant.
“We are deploying the inspectors as fast as we
“overwhelming force”—including nuclear weapons—in
can,” Ueki said.
response to any chemical or biological attack.
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Iraq, meanwhile, accused the United States of
“unprecedented blackmail in the history of the United Nations”
for being the first country to obtain and distribute unedited
versions of Iraq’s report on its nuclear, chemical and biological
capabilities that was handed over to the UN on Saturday.
“This American behavior aims at manipulating United
Nations documents to find covers for aggression against
Iraq,” an Iraqi Foreign Ministry statement said.
Countered James Cunningham, U.S. deputy ambassador to
the United Nations: “We have not blackmailed anybody.”
The 12,000-plus pages were being examined Tuesday by
UN analysts in Vienna and New York, U.S. intelligence
staffers, and at least four other nations that lead the council.
Iraq produced the dossier at the demand of the
council and the Bush administration, which is calling
on Iraq to reveal its arsenal and disarm or face
“serious consequences.”…
U.S. officials are growing incensed over Iraq’s lack of
disclosure and the UN’s apparently tepid stance regarding
Iraqi scientists who developed, worked on and monitored
the country’s advanced weapons programs.
The UN Security Council demanded not only that
Iraq comply with inspections anywhere at any time, it
also mandated that Iraqi scientists and their families
could freely leave the country to be interviewed or
speak in a safe location.
“We do believe that conducting interviews is a
critical tool for the inspectors to carry out their
mandate and determine if Iraq has decided to take the
final opportunity to comply with its international
obligations and disarm,” U.S. State Department
spokesman Richard Boucher said last week.
The Bush administration’s stance suggests
asylum as a possibility for Iraqi scientists.
“It is important for the inspectors to exercise the
full range of their capabilities,” Boucher said.
UN arms inspectors, however, were advancing
cautiously so as to not put Iraqi scientists in danger of
Hussein’s well-known vengeance. Inspectors know that
any scientist on the list will be warned about disclosing
sensitive information and monitored by Iraqi intelligence.
“If you were a scientist here, what would you do?”
asked one UN official. “They are at great risk. We want
to handle this matter carefully and deliberately.”
[JR: What will satisfy the U.S. demands to Iraq? That is
the really big question. If Iraqi scientists are given asylum
in the U.S., any disclosure by them would be considered as
being compromised and therefore extremely questionable.
Will these scientists, like the German scientists after
WWII, be recruited to assist us to develop our weapons of
mass destruction? Whatever they know or have
developed was done with the full assistance and
cooperation of Bush Sr. Is this the reason why it is so
essential for the Bushmen to become the sole authority
on this volatile issue? Secrecy is a very high priority
with Bush Jr. and it wouldn’t do to have his Big Daddy’s
dirty secrets uncovered by Saddam no less.]
AFGHANS COMPLAIN OF BORDER CREEP
PAKISTANIS SHIFT CHECKPOINTS, STEAL LAND,
TRIBES ASSERT
By Liz Sly, Tribune, 12/06/02
GHULDI KANDAU, Afghanistan (Pakistan border)—
Tempers were starting to fray among the Afghan
tribespeople waiting at this remote border checkpoint for the
Pakistani guards to allow them to cross into territory they
believe doesn’t even belong to Pakistan.
“You have stolen our soil and taken the land of our
children,” shouted Amanullah, a man in his 60s who said he
wanted to cross the border to fetch water from his family’s
well. “This is Afghanistan, and you should go back.”…

Other tribesmen insisted the old man was perfectly
sane. During the past two decades of civil war, they said,
Pakistani troops have gradually shifted their border
checkpoints westward, occupying about three miles of
Afghan territory and leaving Amanullah’s well in a different
country. Others have been similarly affected. …
This is just one small dispute among many that are
starting to erupt along Afghanistan’s historically troubled
border with Pakistan. At various points along the 1,400-mile
frontier, Afghan government officials and local residents
say, Pakistan has taken advantage of the conflict to
encroach upon Afghan territory, moving checkpoints as
much as seven miles into Afghanistan.
Many of the incursions took place during the Afghans’
war against the Russians; others during the chaotic reign
of the mujahedeen government in the early 1990s,
said Gen. Samiullah Qatra, who is in charge of border
forces at the Interior Ministry in Kabul. The most
recent encroachments occurred last year, during the chaos
that surrounded the collapse of the Taliban, he said. …
Now that Afghanistan has a new government that is
seeking to extend its sovereignty into every corner of the
country, Afghans are clamoring for the land to be returned.
In recent weeks, tribal delegations have been
streaming into Kabul from border regions to complain
to President Hamid Karzai about alleged Pakistani
incursions, government officials say. According to
one group of elders from the eastern province of
Nangahar, Pakistani troops visited their village six
months ago and offered to provide schools and wells
if they agreed to become part of Pakistan. …
Afghanistan’s fragile new government is hardly in a
position to engage in a border dispute with Pakistan.
Karzai, who is struggling to extend his authority beyond
Kabul, has repeatedly said that he wants friendly
relations with all neighboring countries.
Pakistan denies the allegations and insists there
is no question over the demarcation of the border.
“Pakistan has not moved any checkpoints and it has
not taken any Afghan territory,” said government
spokesman Maj. Gen. Rashid Qureshi.
U.S. forces, still hunting for al-Qaida and Taliban
fighters in the border region, say the dispute is a
local one that will not affect their operations.
But the problem of the shifting checkpoints is
stirring ancient animosities that predate the existence
of Pakistan, clouding the embittered relationship
between Kabul and Islamabad. …
Although Karzai is striving to mend fences with
Pakistan, government officials remain suspicious that
at least some Pakistanis are continuing to back
elements of the former Taliban regime.
One problem is that no one seems too sure exactly
where the border is. Known as the Durand Line, after the
British cartographer who marked out the northwestern
frontier of British India in 1893, the line severed the
traditional territory of the Pashtun tribe. …
The Karzai government is hoping other such
disputes can also be solved locally. …
The Karzai government’s position is one of “formal
non-recognition of the Durand Line,” according to Foreign
Ministry spokesman Omar Samad. “It’s not an issue for
Afghanistan right now. There are other priorities.”
But the question of where the border lies remains a
burning issue for those who live alongside it. “That is
Afghan soil, and we want it to be joined with
Afghanistan,” said Rozi Khan, a tribal elder in the Ghuldi
Kandau area. “Even if the Pakistanis come farther and
farther, we will take back that land. If not now then
in 50 years, in 100 years, however long it takes.”
[JR: Seems as though Pakistan is taking a page from
Israel’s book of acquiring lands expropriated during times
of orchestrated chaos. If the Karzai government defers
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pressing Pashtun’s land claims how forceful can he be in
upholding Afghan’s rights and agreements with Pakistan?
Why are the Pashtun’s claims to their lands being given
such a minor attention by the Karzai government? What
advantage could there be for the regime in Kabul in not
working to gain the favor and the cooperation of the
Pashtuns? Is it because, they are the power outside of
Kabul? This faulty tactic won’t help bring about stability
if these tribal grievances are ignored and the hostilities
build up again. Maybe Karzai is relying on assurances by
his U.S. controllers that we will diffuse or eliminate
Kabul’s rivalries? Sounds like a plan from the Protocols
of the Learned Elders of Zion to me.]
10 AFGHAN CHILDREN DIE OF COLD
AT REFUGEE CAMP
Newsday, 12/11/02
KABUL, Afghanistan (Reuters)—Unusually cold
weather has claimed the lives of more than 10
children in the past week among displaced families on
Afghanistan’s southern border with Pakistan, the
United Nations refugee agency said Tuesday.
Ten children died at the camp at Spin Boldak, which is
just inside Afghanistan, the UN High Commissioner for
Refugees said. It said further deaths had been reported at
a camp in Chaman, just inside Pakistan, but gave no details.
“Initial reports indicate that 10 children in Spin Boldak
died during the unusually cold weather,” the UNHCR said
in a report, quoting Daniel Endres, its deputy chief for
Afghanistan. “Deaths have been reported also among the
displaced population stuck at the Chaman Waiting Area.”
The deaths come after sharp nighttime drops in
temperature that prompted UNHCR and the Afghan
government to distribute emergency winter supplies to
the displaced families crammed into makeshift shelters
and tents.
Afghanistan has an estimated 700,000 internally
displaced people. About 400,000 are scattered around
southern areas of the country, most having been forced
from their homes as a result of a long-running drought.
In the report, UNHCR called for urgent international
rehabilitation and reconstruction assistance to
drought-affected regions of Afghanistan.
Several thousand Afghans have died in the past
four years of drought, the worst to hit the country in
about four decades.
Nearly 200 deaths were caused by extreme cold in
one night two years ago at a camp for displaced
people in the western city of Herat.
AFGHAN MISSION CHANGING FOCUS
By Liz Sly, Tribune, 12/08/02
KABUL, Afghanistan—With their hunt for alQaida terrorists entering its second year, U.S. forces
in Afghanistan are planning to restructure their
operations in ways that will reduce the role of combat
troops and emphasize humanitarian and political
activities, military officials say.
By February, the Pentagon is expected to announce
that the war in Afghanistan has entered a “post-combat”
phase in which the focus of U.S. forces would be on
rebuilding the war-ravaged nation and bolstering the
status of President Hamid Karzai’s government.
In what military planners are calling Phase 4,
there will be a greater role for civil-affairs reservists
and military contractors. It will mark the formal end
of Phase 3: the combat phase that began when the
U.S. went to war in Afghanistan last year to rout out
al-Qaida and the Taliban regime.
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Phase 4 also will herald a reduction in the number
of troops deployed in Afghanistan. Among those
whose presence already is shrinking are the Special
Forces units whose secretive missions have been a
defining feature of the war.
The teams of Special Forces civil-affairs
specialists who operated alongside their military
counterparts already have left. They are being
replaced by reservists who are professionals in fields
such as water supply, agriculture and engineering,
said Col. Phil Maughan, commander of the Kabulbased Joint Civil Military Operations Task Force,
which oversees civil-affairs operations. …
But hunting terrorists increasingly will fall to the
conventional units of the Army’s 82nd Airborne Division,
which was deployed in Afghanistan last summer.
Officials would not say how many troops,
currently about 8,000, will be drawn down. But there
is speculation that the U.S. military headquarters
eventually will be moved from the huge Bagram air
base to Kabul, although no decision is expected for
several more months, Maughan said. …
Yet even as the overall number of troops
deployed to Afghanistan falls, their role in promoting
peace and stability will be expanded.
The civil-affairs soldiers [JR: What??] will be
absorbed into larger teams of 40 to 50 people,
including State Department diplomats, U.S. Agency
for International Development personnel and military
contractors who will be dispatched to seven regional
centers throughout Afghanistan. …
Although American officials repeatedly have said they
do not want the United States to become involved in
“nation-building,” some of the tasks under discussion for
the new teams will closely involve Americans in activities
to boost the authority of Karzai’s government.
Private security firms may be given a role in
disarming the local militias of the Afghan warlords,
whose power remains a major obstacle to peace,
Maughan said. They also are expected to try to bring
order to Afghanistan’s chaotic borders.
Civil-affairs experts will be assigned to government
ministries to coordinate reconstruction efforts with teams
out in the field—all with the goal of promoting the
popularity of the Karzai administration. …
Last month, Virginia-based DynCorp took over
the task of protecting Karzai, who had been guarded
since July by 45 Special Forces soldiers. …
The experiences of the last year have shown that
people are more likely to volunteer information about enemy
activities if U.S. forces have helped improve their living
conditions, said military spokesman Col. Roger King.
“We want to let people know that if they don’t listen
to al-Qaida, and they listen to us and they help us, more
good things will happen to their village,” he said.
[JR: Why has the U.S. waited two years to improve our
relations with the Afghan people and to begin the
rebuilding of their invaded country? The U.S. denies its
interest in nation building and yet we are sending “civil
affairs soldiers” and State Dept. diplomats to insert
ourselves in every aspect of Afghan’s affairs. The U.S.
is definitely and actively engaged in the reconstruction
of Afghanistan as a U.S. satellite. If Pres. Karzai is
now being guarded by a private security firm based in
Va. [CIA?], aren’t we really trying to protect the fact
he is our front man serving our special interests?
While we are engaged in making our visible presence
more subtle and innocuous, we are establishing our
invisible presence in all of Afghanistan’s affairs. Our
U.S. civil affairs experts will play a vital role as spin
gurus whose job it will be to promote and exalt the
Karzai regime to the citizens of Afghanistan. Sounds
like a human Softwars program in action to me.]

A REALITY CHECK FOR SOUTH AFRICA
By Bob Chapman, KITCO.com, 11/30/02
White Boer-Afrikaners are a group of White people in
the midst of a sea of Black Africans. They seek to protect
their culture, identity, Afrikaans language, history and way of
life. They do this in part by making defensive preparations
for the day they know that is surely coming when there will
be all out war against the Whites in South Africa. A cultural
and racial war or a conservative versus Marxist conflict.
The white minority in South Africa cannot topple the
government but they can inflict horrific economic damage.
The ANC claims these original inhabitants of the lands of
South Africa plan a coup against the ANC and these are not
groups of farmers or miners, but middle-class officers with
high-level positions in the South African Defense Force.
The enemy of these supposed plotters is not only the
African but also the UN, World Bank, IMF, Freemasons
and world elitists. The ANC says these Afrikaner
groups believe that this group wants to bring about
world government under the coming antichrist. Other
enemies are the UK government, MI-6, the U.S. and the
CIA, Islam, Cuba, Russia, China and North Korea.
These are the same White South Africans who joined
with the Zulu nation and Mongosthu Buthelezi to form an
independent homeland in Transvaal in 1994, only to see
British gunships, and SAS and U.S. troops in Botswana
prepare to invade on behalf of the budding Marxist
government that the British had fraudulently put into office.
There were bombings at that time, which were actually executed
by the White apartheid intelligence service to discredit right-wing
Whites. These were planned by Joe Slovo, of the South African
Communist Party with UN approval and the help of the
CIA, MI-6, the EU and the U.S. State Department.
What South Africa is seeing now is the manifestation
to ignite nationalism. The time is right for change in South
Africa and the ANC will never let it be a peaceful one.
Crime, child rape, immorality and the social fabric are in
shreds. The government is living on borrowed time. South
Africans, both Black and White, were promised safety,
equality without favoritism, foreign investments, hundreds
of thousands of new homes and jobs and a sound
economy. They have received none of this.
They received the third highest crime rate in the
world, a socialist state along with teachers from Cuba
to teach Marxist ideology. Over 100,000 White
teachers have been replaced by Cubans. The attempt
is to separate Afrikaner children from culture, parents
and history. A dialectical control of the nation,
which is totally unworkable. Violence and drugs are
already out of control in schools just like in America.
How do you live a productive family life when 1800
farmers are murdered and 6,000 others are attacked with
few prosecutions and many Blacks assuming control of
the land? It has become a national Black sport of young
Black men to abduct and gang-rape White girls who
survive only to die the horrible death of AIDS—which
one-third of Black Afrikaners are already infected with.
The poor Black South African out of the communist
circle is told he is suppressed by Whites and is urged to
revolt in an orgy of killing and rape such as we have recently
witnessed in Zimbabwe, which would be on a scale far greater
and far more gruesome then their experience. There is a major
movement to kill the use of Afrikaans language with the total
imposition of English, which is the White minority.
The invasion of millions of illegal aliens carrying
AIDS has been happening for some time. There are
pitched gun battles on crowded city streets at mid-day
by drug, prostitution and murder gangs from Congo,
Rwanda and Sierra Leone. … The job outlook for young
Whites is bleak—as unqualified Blacks are given
positions they have little training and acumen for.
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For the promiscuous there are 50 different types
of venereal diseases to catch. This is what South
Africa has degenerated to.
This story appears under gold because we want to
impress upon you the risks of buying South African mining
shares. These are facts and you should be aware of them
because your media won’t tell you about them. South
Africa is ready to explode. We will not invest there.
Pakistan and Malaysia are in direct conflict with the
IMF and World Bank. Pakistan has decreed that within 12
months an interest-free monetary system will be adopted.
We believe that soon the gold dinar will be used
throughout the entire Muslim world for international trade.
In the process we expect the elitists to launch all kinds of
problems on Malaysia, including terrorist attacks.
Central banks are lending gold, accepting the credit risk,
and receiving no compensation. That sort of business
conduct currently means they are lending gold to suppress
the price. Desperate people do desperate things. Control
of the gold market by the gold manipulation Cartel will soon
be over. Fiat money is about to die an ignoble death.
The dollar is in the process of collapsing, as the FED
creates trillions more and that will be followed by a
stampede out of dollar denominated investments.
Historically deflation has been fought over and over
again by inflation and it’s never worked. The FED now has
us believing it will. We’ll bet on history. We are already in
deflation—as we have explained for months—that is why the
economy can’t and will not respond to inflationary stimulus.
That stimulus only makes the dollar weaker and gold more
attractive. While this proceeds we have one scandal after another.
The latest, which we wrote about some time ago, is the
National Century Financial fraud. This is the next Enron.
Guess who were on the company’s board? Yes, you
guessed it, two bankers from JP Morgan Chase. One was
even on the audit committee and Morgan was trustee on
one of their funding vehicles. All we can say is some due
diligence. This is just another nail in Morgan’s coffin.
Mark your calendars, things political, economic,
technical, fundamental will all come together by midDecember for an explosion in gold and silver prices
and shares. The dollar and the U.S. stock market
will slide, taking other markets with it. …
Contrary to what you are told in some quarters,
South Africa is not a safe place to live or invest.
[JRN: This is most revealing, as it points out the duality
of American politicians, especially those of our State
Department Bureaucrats who have had nothing to say
about what is going on in South Africa… or in
Zimbabwe for that matter. The Talmudists that were behind
the rise of the ANC have probably left SA and now are in
the U.S. or the U.K., having taken their money out and
left behind the chaos that they are famous for.]
U.S. COURTS HORN OF AFRICA
RUMSFELD KEYS ON WAR ON TERROR
By Marc Lacey, New York Times, 12/11/02
NAIROBI, Kenya—In yet another sign of Africa’s
increased importance to U.S. military planners, Defense
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld arrived in Eritrea on
Tuesday on a three-country tour aimed at courting allies
considered essential to the fight against al-Qaida and to
possible military action against Iraq. …
The recent terrorist bombing in Kenya, which is
widely believed to have been orchestrated by al-Qaida,
highlights the importance of a region that had previously
seen its strategic role in the world fade after the end of
the Cold War. Now, with al-Qaida operatives scattering
and the United States looking for the broadest
possible array of military allies, African governments
are finding Washington increasingly receptive.
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After meeting with President Isaias Afewerki of
Eritrea on Tuesday, Rumsfeld left for Eritrea’s bitter
rival to the south, Ethiopia.
Prime Minister Meles Zenawi of Ethiopia just
returned from a meeting year border war with Eritrea
that ended in 2000.with President Bush at the White
House, which was also attended by President Daniel
Arap Moi of Kenya. Analysts suspect that one
reason Eritrea is so eager to court the American
military is to outflank Ethiopia, considered one of
Washington’s key allies in the region. …
In recent weeks, Eritrea’s lobbyists in Washington
have sought to play up their country’s importance in the
region. They point out that Eritrea, half Christian and half
Muslim, has resisted joining the Arab League and the
Organization of Islamic States and would have no qualms
about assisting the United States in an attack against Iraq.
“Located directly across the Red Sea from Saudi
Arabia and Yemen, and with deepwater ports on the
Red Sea, a military partnership between the United
States and Eritrea is sensible and well-timed,” said a
recent position paper distributed by Greenberg
Traurig, a Washington law firm working for Eritrea.
The country has been shunned in the past
because of its repressive government, which last year
jailed numerous opposition leaders, student activists
and independent journalists. Two Eritreans who
work at the U.S. Embassy in Asmara have been jailed
for the past year for what the Eritrean government
says is subversive activity. Repeated calls for their
release have been ignored by Eritrean leaders. …
Another stop on Rumsfeld’s tour will be Djibouti,
a former French colony that sits at the mouth of the
Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden, between Eritrea and
the lawless state of Somalia. There are already more
than 1,000 American troops, mostly Special
Operations forces and Marines, stationed in Djibouti.
They are there to assist the operation against al-Qaida
and, if necessary, the offensive against Iraq.
Rumsfeld will wind up his trip in Qatar, where the
American military’s Central Command has put in place a
new forward headquarters for the Persian Gulf region. …
[JR: The U.S. is now going all out to win over some of the
poorest countries to be on our side. If we weren’t down to
a short list of friends and allies, we wouldn’t be pandering
ourselves in Africa—which is as desperate to survive as we
are to retain our hold on world affairs. Eritrea will be well
paid to allow us a strategic foothold in Africa to supposedly
fight the al-Qaida. The great persuader for Eritrea is of
course money and the opportunity to gain an advantage
over her rival Ethiopia. Eritrea will find in time that she
has traded British colonialism for U.S. globalism.]
CABINET SHAKE-UP
MAY NOT BOOST U.S. ECONOMY
Tribune Chronicle, 12/08/02
WASHINGTON (AP)—The shake-up of President
Bush’s economic team may not be enough to wake the
economy from its long slumber, but it was necessary for
political and economic reasons, analysts suggest.
Bush and his advisers want to make sure he avoids
the mistakes of his father. The first President Bush lost
re-election in 1992 in large part because of a sour
economy and his perceived indifference to it.
The resignations of Treasury Secretary Paul
O’Neill and White House economics adviser Lawrence
Lindsey clear the way for a different lineup and new
ideas for reviving the economy—for example, sending
a big stimulus and tax cut proposal to the new
Republican-led Congress in January. O’Neill had
suggested such a plan was not needed.

It would not take much to plunge the economy back
into recession. Economists agree that a significant drop in
consumer spending, which accounts for two-thirds of all
economic activity, would do it quickly. …
“There’s no downside” for Bush in changing his
economic team and making new proposals, Zandi said.
“It’s good timing.”
The unemployment rate stands at 6 percent, the
highest in nearly nine years. Household wealth has fallen
to its lowest level since 1995, largely because of a 17
percent plunge in the value of stock and mutual fund
holdings. More than half of all Americans own stocks,
mostly through 401(k)-style retirement plans.
Bush needs a team capable of selling his plan on
Capitol Hill, while keeping Wall Street reassured.
Wall Street leaders distrusted the blunt-speaking
O’Neill, chief executive of aluminum producer Alcoa
Inc. before taking the Treasury post. Nor was he a
popular figure among congressional Republicans,
whom he disparaged as being more interested in
“show business” than results.
Likewise, Lindsey was not respected by the
markets and in recent weeks had lost the confidence
of the president, according to government and
financial officials. …
The resignations Friday came just four weeks
after Securities and Exchange Commission Chairman
Harvey Pitt left under fire.
Economists and policy-makers disagree over whether
Bush’s proposals can reinvigorate the economy but say it
is important for the president to show he is engaged. …
“It’s clear the White House wants to go for big
tax cuts and to do it as quickly as possible,” said
Lawrence Chimerine, president of Radnor Consulting,
an economics firm in Philadelphia. …
In many ways, O’Neill and Lindsey have become
potential scapegoats for the ailing economy,
Chimerine said. …
Furthermore, O’Neill also was frequently
compared unfavorably to one of his predecessors,
Robert Rubin, who held the post under Clinton and
was highly respected on Wall Street.
Gene Sperling, Clinton’s former chief economics
adviser, said O’Neill and Lindsey were “victims of the
president’s recognition of the need to show that he
understands his economy and to show he’s willing to
take decisive action when things are going poorly.”
“After you have been there for two years, you
have to take ownership of the economy,” Sperling
said. “I read this as (Bush) wanting to send a signal
of making a clean start for the new year.”
[JR: The Bush team’s top priority is to cover up its own
puny efforts to stabilize our economy before the
elections in 2004. The jobless rate and the continued
layoffs have not made much of an impact on this White
House or to the tricksters on Wall Street. Any
matters or concerns related to the ever-rising jobless
rate, will be presented as marginal by this bunch of
money moguls. It wouldn’t do to have that “misery
factor” surface and spoil the fun and all the good times
for the profit-men running Republican-Land. Beside the
relentless campaign to sell wars, the big job of the handlers
will be to build up Bush’s image as being his own man and
an innovative leader. If big business cannot create growth
in the next two years, the Bushmen will be hard-pressed to
find enough spin to gloss over our gloomy economic future.
We have a trade deficit this year that comes to a whopping
$375 billion, because those who do buy from us—like
Latin America, Germany and Japan—are struggling
with their own recessions. I guess when more American
workers like those at United Airlines are forced to work
for less pay and live with less, then maybe more of us
will begin to see through the spin and the lies.]
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JUDGE REBUFFS EFFORT TO OBTAIN RECORDS
ON CHENEY TASK FORCE
By David Stout, New York Times, 12/08/02

WASHINGTON—In a case involving bedrock
constitutional issues, a federal judge today threw out
a lawsuit brought by an agency of Congress against
Vice President Dick Cheney over the formulation of
the administration’s energy policy.
Judge John D. Bates of Federal District Court
found that Comptroller General David M. Walker, the
head of the General Accounting Office, did not have
sufficient standing to sue the vice president.
Mr. Walker had asked the judge to order the
White House to reveal the identities of industry
executives who helped the administration develop its
energy policy last year.
In declining to do so, and in dismissing Mr.
Walker’s suit, Judge Bates said that granting the GAO
chief’s request “would fly in the face of the restricted
role of the federal courts under the Constitution”.
When arguments were held before Judge Bates on Sept.
27, lawyers for Mr. Cheney argued—successfully, as it
turned out today—that the comptroller general lacked
standing because he had not suffered any personal injury
and had no genuine stake in the outcome of the litigation.
In deciding for Mr. Cheney on relatively narrow
grounds, Judge Bates said the Supreme Court has
made it clear over the years that a would-be party to
a case involving constitutional separation of powers
must meet “especially rigorous” standards just to
have standing to bring such a suit.
This, Mr. Walker has simply failed to do, the
judge said, because he has suffered no personal
injury and was merely acting to aid Congress.
The issues raised in the suit are so important that
an appeal, perhaps to the Supreme Court eventually,
would not be surprising. But Mr. Walker said he
would confer with Congressional leaders “on a
bipartisan basis” before deciding what to do next.
“We are very disappointed with the judge’s decision,”
Mr. Walker said in a statement. “We are in the process of
reviewing and analyzing the decision to fully understand
the bases for it and its potential implications.”
Over the years, the General Accounting Office, the
auditing arm of Congress, has conducted thousands of
investigations and evaluations of government programs and
activities, submitting stacks of reports to the lawmakers.
But the case of Walker vs. Cheney marked the first time
in the 81-year history of the GAO that the comptroller
general had asked a court to order a member of the
executive branch to turn over records to Congress.
The development of the Bush administration’s
energy policy has been marked by deep differences
between the White House and Democratic lawmakers.
Numerous energy executives, including some from the Enron
Corporation, met on several occasions in 2001 with
Mr. Cheney and the energy task force that he headed.
The comptroller general, with the backing of some
Democrats in Congress, wanted Mr. Cheney to reveal
the names of industry executives who helped the
administration develop its policy. The administration
argued that such an order would be an unprecedented
and unwarranted intrusion into executive branch powers
and would hobble an administration’s essential,
legitimate ability to receive frank information and advice.
Judge Bates, who was appointed to the bench last year
by President Bush, noted that neither House of Congress
and no Congressional committee had authorized the
comptroller general to file the suit. Rather, the judge noted,
the suit was filed as the result of a GAO investigation
begun at the request of Representatives John D. Dingell
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and Henry A. Waxman, both Democrats.
Mr. Dingell was the ranking minority member of
the House Committee on Energy and Commerce,
while Mr. Waxman was the ranking minority member
on the Government Reform Committee.
“Plaintiff is not an independent constitutional actor,”
Judge Bates said of Mr. Walker. Rather, the judge said, the
comptroller general is “subservient to Congress”.
Significantly, Judge Bates said, the full Congress
had issued no subpoena for the information sought in
the suit. The absence of full Congressional backing
leaves to “the realm of speculation” whether there is
any need, or justification, for the court to try to
exercise its power by ordering the executive branch to
do something, the judge said.
(Judge Bates’s ruling can be read online by clicking
onto the Website of the United States District Court for the
District of Columbia: www.dcd.uscourts.gov/.)
[JR: The decision is puzzling given that according to
Bates: “under statute, the Comptroller General is
granted broad authority to carry out investigations and
evaluations for the benefit of Congress,” and is
specifically authorized under the same statute “to
enforce these investigatory powers by bringing a civil
action... to require the head of [an] agency to produce
a record.” Bates claims, however, that the court does
not need to reach the issue of GAO’s powers, since the
Comptroller has suffered no injury. The decision
stands in stark contrast to statements made by Bates
during his tenure as Deputy Independent Counsel
during the Whitewater investigation from 1995 to 1997.
He declared that the special prosecutors intended
merely to “diligently and properly follow relevant leads
in an attempt to discover the truth.” The fact is Judge
Bates (a Bush appointee) is beholden to President Bush
and VP Cheney, and therefore in a position to block
any attempt to discover the truth. Judge Bates
wouldn’t have been appointed to the Federal District
Court if he hadn’t sworn to uphold “special security
policies” of the Bush administration.]
WE’RE BROKE!
By Don Stott, gold-eagle.com (Gold Digest), 12/16/02
Check out the papers. California is $21 billion in the
red. All states are in the red. Counties, cities, towns and
even villages are broke. Ford stock hovers around $7, and
United Airlines stocks which got almost to $100, now are
worth pennies. They’re broke also. Continental Airlines,
and all of the others, except those who are run decently, are
broke as well. Qwest has debts of $25 billion, and Kroger
supermarkets are heavily in debt. The county in which I
live is struggling, as is the whole state. Tourism is so far
down, that thousands of tourist-oriented businesses are
broke, for sale, or hovering at that point.
Highway construction is shuttered in many places,
because the department is broke. Airlines have cut
travel agency commissions so severely, that hundreds
of them have simply quit, because they can’t make it.
Building permits are so far down in most places that
hundreds of layoffs in those departments around
America have taken place. Construction outfits,
contractors and manufacturers of construction items are
down, down, down in their businesses. Auto sales are
dismal, even with zero percent financing. Trucking
companies have gone bankrupt, and thousands of
drivers are laid off. Wanna buy a cheap tractor? Take
over the payments… please! Rail freight traffic is way
down, and lots of railway employees are on furlough.
McDonalds is in trouble—and a holder of over 500
Burger King franchises is bankrupt. Bankruptcies are up
double percentage points everywhere. PBS (perennial

begging system) is pleading for help, as the usual
contributors can’t afford it of late. K-Mart is almost a
memory, thanks to poor management and China-Mart
competition. China-Marts aren’t even doing too well.
Locally, a long-time discount chain, Gibsons, bit the dust
after doing nicely for several decades. Layoffs by the
millions have bankrupted tens of thousands of families.
It is so sad. Millions of IRAs and 401Ks are but a
fraction of their former values, thanks to the stock market’s
tanking. Millions of people approaching retirement have
little to look forward to, thanks to the stock market.
This reminds me of a few decades ago when I
was in the theatre business and the entire industry
was in the doldrums. The joke was: a caller asks,
“When does the next feature start?” and the manager
replies, “When can you get here?”
The plain fact is, there are no shortages of anything,
and that’s bad for an economy. E-Gold keeps e-mailing me,
telling me my account is something or other—and that is
strange because I wouldn’t open an e-gold account for all
the tea in China. It’s their way of trying to get a rise out
of me, so they can open one for me. It won’t work.
It’s shortages of things that make an economy buzz.
Shortages make prices go up. Shortages of space on cruise
ships, tourist trains, or hotels, make the economy prosper.
There are no shortages of anything. Plenty of movie
seats, restaurants aren’t full, and Greyhound isn’t doing too
well either. They just moved out of a $475-a-month station
here in my town and had been there for 10 years.
They couldn’t afford it and moved into a cubbyhole
for half the price… just to try to show a profit.
With all businesses operating at far less than
capacity, the entire economy is bad—and with a bad
economy, tax collections are so far off that state,
county and city governments are in deep trouble.
Notice, I didn’t say a word about the federal
government.
The fed is doing just fine, thank you. Thousands
of new hires, expanding bureaucracies—and the militaryindustrial complex Ike warned us about is going full
throttle. D.C. is booming and—as a premonition of
hyper-inflation—the presses are rolling. Officially 8% a
year in increases of the dollar supply, but maybe a lot
more, because of the “off budget” things, which aren’t
part of the official record. None of the bureaucracies
can balance their checkbooks—but it doesn’t matter,
because there’s plenty to make up any differences or
shortages. D.C. drones don’t have to worry about a
shortage, as does a homeowner, businessman, state,
county, or city. If you make $25,000 a year, and bring
home $20,000, you have to live on $20,000.
If you are a governor of a state, you can’t print the
dollars to pay your bills, and United Airlines can’t print the
mazuma to bring it out of the depths. The federal
government will never go down, because it can produce
what it calls “money”—out of nothing. One of Sir
Greenspan’s newer henchmen said so a couple of weeks
ago, lest we doubt the power of the Fed to fill the coffers
of the bureaucrats with all due haste. I’ll bet the owner of
those 500-plus Burger Kings wishes he could print his way
out of bankruptcy. Credit cards maxed out, and 3 million
unemployed doesn’t make for a Merry Christmas. I’m
playing Santa at a Christmas show on Dec 18th, and
I’ll shout Ho, Ho, Ho—but inside, I am worried sick
about America’s economic future. Gold is up $5
today and silver 7 cents. That’s an indicator to me.
Now the Muslims are going to try to bury us with
their gold dinar. They say it will kill capitalism, because
their dinars will be made of, and backed by real gold,
and become the only true money in the entire world.
That may sound ominous, except for one thing. In order
to produce gold money, you have to have the gold to
do it. Muslims aren’t the richest people in the world,
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and as a generalization, they are probably close to the
poorest. Where are they going to get the dollars or
euros to buy the gold to make their dinars? It’s easy to
say, “I am going to coin gold money or gold-backed
money and kill you capitalistic pigs,” except it would
take quite a few trillion dollars to do it. Sure, they have
oil, but they spend it as fast as they get it. Those
opulent palaces the sheiks live it aren’t cheap. The rest
of the rabble seems to live on the brink of extinction.
Which country will produce the dinar? Whose capital
will provide the gold? What denominations will it be in?
How do we know it will be backed by gold? Who
would believe them? If enough gold dinars are made
out of real gold, to make them accepted around the
world… to kill us capitalistic pigs of course… they’d
have to buy thousands of tons of gold, coin it, distribute
it, and then change the prices of everything. Let’s see
now, that Hershey bar is a 350th ounce of gold, which is
the size of a pin head probably. Coins this small would be
lost continuously, and become a joke. Maybe a silver
dinar? That Hershey bar might be a 1/5th ounce of silver,
or a dime size. That would work, except the amount of
silver added to the gold required to formulate an entirely
new currency known throughout the world, is impossible.
No one has that many dollars or euros to buy the gold
and silver. There aren’t any gold and silver mines near
those oil wells. I doubt that the dinar will ever harm the
dollar or euro. They are harming themselves, because
they are merely pieces of paper with ink on them.
In summers, while we were kids, we’d get the hose out
and squirt everyone and everything. Water was cheap.
We’d go to the beach and build sandcastles and splash to
our hearts desire. Endless amounts of water and sand for
the taking, to amuse us. Just like the federal government’s
supply of dollars. They can have anything they want, just
like the sands of the seashore. Just issue more dollars to
pay for it. How wonderful! Why, we can go to war in Iraq
with fancy, and technical arms of unimaginable
sophistication. Drone planes shooting things up, and no
pilots in danger. Only a million a pop. Expensive? Who
cares? We can print all the dollars needed and never you
worry. Let’s send $30 billion to Brazil and spend hundreds
of millions in Afghanistan. Bail out, subsidize, and spend,
spend, spend, is the D.C. agenda and practice. They know
no limits. Iraq? It’ll cost a mere $200 billion… at least
initially. “Hey Rube, print some more T-Bills.”
The more they spend and print, the less yours will be
worth. Too bad, you’ll have to work longer hours, or get
a second or third job to make ends meet, because times are
tough… except in Washington D.C. You must make more.
The more decreasing-value dollars you have to make, you
are automatically in a higher tax bracket. The dollars are
going down the tubes, and you are working your head off
to break even… and you find yourself in a higher tax
bracket. Marvelous. Isn’t out-of-control government
wonderful? They print and spend—and you work and pay
your higher taxes. They prosper, and just about every other
entity, be they private or governmental, is in trouble. They
can’t print. The Fed can—and the more it prints, the less
yours are worth. Solution? Get the hell out of those
absurd dollars, other than for day-to-day expenditures.
Save in gold and silver. Save in antiques. Save in homes
that are underpriced. Save in anything but dollars. I
wonder if new presses are ordered yet. When inflation gets
out of hand, as I honestly believe it is about to, there is
always a shortage of fiat paper money. The prices go “up”
so fast, that it takes a lot more paper money to buy the
same stuff, and they always have to increase press runs.
Yes, it’s true, the new bills are being replaced again.
This time in color, and supposed “re-design” which
means they will print more billions. Surely I am not
the only person who knows what’s going on, am I?
Protect yourself, and not with Technicolor $50 bills
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stored under your mattress. Do so with $50 Gold Eagles
stored under your mattress. The paper money will
automatically decrease in value, even while stored under the
bed. A $50 Gold Eagle will buy the same or more in 25
years even if you never touched it. Naturally, the $50 Gold
Eagle is more than $50 in funny money, but it’s still a
bargain compared to its price in 6 months… I’ll bet. You
should have sold your United Airlines stock at $90—
because it’s worth 90 cents now. Protect yourself.
—Don Stott has been a precious metals broker
since 1977, has written five books, hundreds of
columns, and his Website is www.coloradogold.com
MORE SA BLACKS ARE SAYING
APARTHEID LIFE WAS BETTER
The Guardian—UK, 12/13/02
The number of Black people who believe life was
better under South Africa’s apartheid regime is growing,
according to a survey published yesterday.
In a rebuke to the African National Congress
government, more than 60% of all South Africans polled
said the country was better run during White minority rule.
One in five Black people interviewed gave the
regime which jailed Nelson Mandela and denied them
the vote, a positive rating—a result which analysts
attributed to crime and unemployment. In 1995, fewer
than one in ten gave apartheid a positive rating.
A growing number of White people voiced
confidence in the future of the state, as did Blacks
who have prospered since democratic elections
replaced apartheid in 1994. Perceptions that the new
elite is corrupt have also diminished.
The study was conducted by Afrobarometer in
September and October on behalf of the Institute for
Democracy in South Africa, Ghana’s Centre for Democratic
Development and Michigan State University.
Some 2,400 South Africans were interviewed in a
representative sample based on the 1996 census. The
disparity in views on the new South Africa threw
into relief the anger of a large minority of Blacks who
felt abandoned, said Bob Mattes of Afrobarometer,
which is based in Cape Town.
“They are not looking to go back to apartheid, but
as time passes you tend to forget the negative things
and emphasise the things that you had then and don’t
have now, such as law and order and jobs. Apartheid
was a harsh, repressive, but seemingly efficient
government which made the trains run on time.”
There were positive findings for the young
democracy but Prof. Mattes said the state should be
worried at a growing “de-linkage” between ruler and
ruled. Only one in 10 people believed their elected
representatives were interested in their needs and
fewer than one in three felt today’s government was
more trustworthy than the apartheid regime.
Black people were only slightly more positive
than White and mixed-race groups about the
government, with 38% deeming it more trustworthy
than the ousted oppressors. Prof. Mattes also
attributed the bitterness to controversial legislation
which allowed elected officials to switch parties,
giving the ANC more control at provincial level.
However, the feebleness of the opposition meant that
in the short term there was no threat to its power, he said.
“There is no place for disaffected African voters to go
to. They either stay out [of the political process] or hold
their noses and vote for the ANC,” he added.
However, 54% of those questioned viewed the current
system of government as positive—an 18% jump since
1995. The apparent nostalgia for apartheid emerged when
people were asked to compare governments.
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